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ABSTRACT 
 
My research involved the use of sound and the visual image, to show the development of time 
through a multi-screen installation that allowed the sixty minutes to unfold from a fixed camera 
position. The work looked at the use of multi-screen projections and what they can lend to an 
installation and how the audience understands them. 
 
This work also explores the idea of whether it is important to construct a narrative in an audio/visual 
installation for an audience or whether they would understand the concept without any 
manipulation. The concept of the piece is about what occurs between the hours of 4-5am. 
                     
To help demonstrate my findings I decided to produce a series of films that all lasted for sixty 
minutes each. The films were unedited, fixed camera shots that observe the action to capture reality 
and never attempt to follow and construct one. I felt Andre Bazin’s technique of ‘pure cinema’ with 
long shots was the most appropriate way of achieving this. 
 
I believed the best way to illustrate this would be to build up the screens from a one screen painterly 
shot through to multi-screens progressing from a triptych to five, seven and finally a nine screen film 
which was full of images. The idea is to expose various spaces, their differences during the time 
period and suggest how all are occurring concurrently during this one solitary hour.  
 
In conclusion, it’s becomes obvious that a viewer of an installation can construct their own narrative. 
The viewer has the ability to construct their own structured narrative with a start, middle and end 
depending on when they entered the installation. The installation is important because it allowed 
the viewer to become immersed in the subject and interact with the films and not just become a 
passive observer. The use of natural sound added to the atmosphere created through the fixed 
camera films. The fixed camera filming allowed for observation of the time period capturing what 
was in front of the lens and never following the action, the use of multi-screens meant more 
information could be disseminated to the viewer without the need for film editing and manipulation. 
The multi-screen images allowed the viewer to generate their own perceptions of the time period. 
They also allowed the viewer to make links between the different locations, seasons and time zones. 
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RESEARCH QUESTIONS 
Question One: 
 
Does narrative need to be created to exist? 
 
In this question I will be looking at the following areas: 
 

 Does narrative need a structured beginning, middle and end? 
 
Question Two: 
 
Do conceptual/video installation pieces need to be watched fully or just experienced? 
 
In this question I will be looking at the following areas: 
 

 How should video installations be viewed; from start to finish or through a brief 
‘look’? 

 

 How should video installations be displayed for an audience/viewer? 
 

 What is the best method for displaying experimental video work? 
 

 Does the way a video installation is presented have an effect on the piece and the 
audience?  

 
Question Three: 
 
In this question I will be looking at the following areas: 
 
What creative factors should be considered when making an experimental film 
installation? 
 

 What are the implications of a fixed camera position instead of using camera 
movement? 

 

 What are the implications of adding sound  to a piece? 
 

 What are the implications of editing film as opposed to using long shots? 
 

 How do people read multi-screen installations? 
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 RATIONALE 
The following introduction outlines the intentions that I had at the start of the project and the 
reasons behind it. Through the three question sections I have placed my work into context with 
examples of films that have been produced by mainstream and experimental filmmakers. 
 
The films that I have viewed from both areas of filmmaking have influenced my ideas and I have 
used them to originate ideas for my own films. I have researched my concepts and included an 
historical context of where the original ideas have been discussed and produced before. 
 
Although the ideas have all been used by many experimental filmmakers through the decades I feel 
that I have produced a piece of research that shows development through many stages that is both 
original in the locations used and the construction and style of the piece.  
 
In the questions I detail my ideas and how they relate to my research and how they have influenced 
many decisions in my practical installation. I have then analysed in more depth the impact that the 
installation had and how the work of others influenced the final pieces. 
 
I draw my findings from my research questions in the conclusion. I discuss the  
areas that I feel have worked and some suggestions for future work. 
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        Introduction 
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The idea of the proposal to find out what happens between 4am and 5am was born from two 
factors. Firstly, I have an element of insomnia, so quite often lie awake wondering what else is 
happening at different times during the night. The chosen time seemed to be the most likely hour 
that people in the UK were less likely to have any idea what occurs; the assumption being surely 
everyone is asleep. The film ‘Lost in Translation’ (Sofia Coppola 2003) shows the main character 
experiencing part of the culture he would not normally see if he had not been suffering with 
insomnia/jet-lag. 
 
The idea that he would have been sleeping in another country appealed to me, it supports the idea 
of Charles Lamb (1817) “My ‘now’ is not your ‘now’” (Pickford:1998.5). This second reason for 
choosing this time period was a personal experience of my father being awake at this time of the 
morning to take his medicine and being awake at that time due to years of getting up for work, the 
idea that the biological clock keeps ticking. 
 
Initially, the idea for the presentation of my project was inspired by the opening sequence of 
Michael Haneke’s  ‘Hidden’ (Michael Haneke 2005) where the first three minutes use a voyeuristic 
shot of the main characters flat. This opening sequence to the movie was shot in one continuous 
shot and the camera never moves from its fixed position. Deleuze states that:  
 

‘Framing is the basis for the angle of the camera and thus for the point of view, any  
 strange angles requires justification within the film. This is a very explicit demand that any  
changing, any choice of camera angle should have a reason within the logic of the film.’       
                                                                                                                                  (Mullarkey:2009.55) 

 
In his book ‘How To Read a Film’- James Monaco discusses the idea of framing which again I needed 
to consider in terms of the look of the film and what I want to show and what I am not showing. 
Monaco refers to the framing of work through two ideas, open frame and closed frame. The 
fundamental question that Monaco asks:  
 

‘Is the space created by the frame closed (the camera following persons who do not leave 
the screen)? Or is the space on screen open (people leave the screen)? (Monaco:1981.51) 

 
 I have opted to create the space as open where both people and objects leave the screen and 
therefore it creates an unseen space which although hidden the viewer is aware it is there and  as 
Thorsen and Moller notes: 
 

‘It is important for the viewer to have an idea of or to be able to imagine what is off 
screen. They indicate that this can be obtained for example by cutting off part of an 
object/person by the frame.’ (Monaco:1981.52) 

 
In the work I have collected thus far the idea of creating space off-screen is apparent with some 
objects only filling the frame partially and therefore creating the space off screen for the viewer to 
help place a context. 
 
In Haneke’s film ‘Hidden’ (Michael Haneke 2005) the only action that the audience can observe is 
that from the fixed cameras viewpoint. Whatever happens in front of the camera is observed 
anything off screen is not observed, making it quite restrictive but also allowing the viewer to ‘look’ 
at the scene in detail. Metz the film theorist comments: 
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‘A viewer of a photograph has no empirical knowledge of the contents of the off-frame, 
but at the same time cannot help imaging some off frame hallucinating it, dreaming of the 
shape of the emptiness’ (Monaco:1981.6). 

 
The idea of a work using a fixed camera viewpoint is not unheard of and two significant examples 
are Warhol’s ‘Empire’(Andy Warhol 1964) and Gillian Wearing’s ’Sixty Minute Silence’ (Gillian 
Wearing 1996) where the films have been shot from a single static shot view observing every 
movement in finite detail. In the case of ‘Empire’ the film looks at 8 hours of the Empire State 
Building (although in slowed down time) and Wearing’s piece is a real-time sixty minutes. The both 
works allow us the viewer to see every nuance of the building or the people involved within the 
respective films, making it both observational and voyeuristic. Monaco comments in ‘How to Read a 
Film’ that:  
 

‘Film does not completely eliminate the intervention of a third party between the subject 
and the observer, but it does significantly reduce the distortion the presence of an artist 
inevitably introduces.’ (Monaco:1981.76) 

 
He also states that:  
 

‘The history of recording arts has been a direct progression towards greater verisimilitude. 
Colour film reproduces more reality than does Black & White; sound film is more closely 
parallel to actual experience than is silent; and so forth.’ (Monaco:1981.76) 

 
All these aspects that Monaco mentions are important to my aim and intentions to capture the 
reality of that time period by shooting in colour and using natural sounds from the time to lend a 
greater verisimilitude to the piece. 
 
The Warhol and Wearing pieces are just one screen shot pieces and this idea I liked although at such 
a time in the morning and so many possibilities I felt it needed to be added too. I wanted to make 
my installation different to pieces that have already been produced by adding more to the final 
screens to show what actually does happen between 4 and 5am. 
 
The difference between Wearing and Warhol’s work is considerable although using similar themes in 
their productions. Wearing stages her work throughout the piece, throughout the sixty minutes the 
whole shot does have staged activities that include all ‘possible’ everyday nuances such as sneezing, 
coughing, smiling and scratching. The whole piece does have an expectation to it and that is a built 
up narrative we have of our characters (the police force) and the exhale and laugh signifying the end 
of the piece. 
 
On the other hand Warhol’s ‘Empire’(Andy Warhol 1964) is although selective of location, time and 
event it appears more natural than the obvious staged ‘Sixty Minute Silence’ (Gillian Wearing 1997). 
However, where Wearing creates interest in the visual of the police force and their little bits of 
fidgeting, Warhol allows time to progress naturally although he does manipulate it by slowing it 
down to increase the footage from 6 hours to last for 8 hours in running time. 
 
The curator Claire Carolin said she has ‘never watched all 8 hours, nor met anyone who has’ 
(www.independent.co.uk/opinions/colimists/thomas-sutcliffe/the-painstaking-art-of-watching-
video-584416.html (accessed June 2009). In the book ‘John’ by Cynthia Lennon she comments on 
Ringo Starr’s home made short films and you could argue her response is a just statement for 
Warhol’s  .‘Empire’ (Andy Warhol 1964) and other experimental films that they are –‘Innovative, 
perhaps, but not the most riveting entertainment’ (Lennon:2005.206). This is an aspect that I 

http://www.independent.co.uk/opinions/colimists/thomas-sutcliffe/the-painstaking-art-of-watching-video-584416.html%20(accessed%20June%202009
http://www.independent.co.uk/opinions/colimists/thomas-sutcliffe/the-painstaking-art-of-watching-video-584416.html%20(accessed%20June%202009
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discuss later in my research about the viewing of installations and what is expected. The point that 
Lennon makes about the films are not necessarily made for entertainment but as an experiment. 
This is an aspect that I return to later through the work of Viola, Warhol and through the discussions 
of Thomas Sutcliffe, Claire Carolin and Michael Rush. 
 
I felt that this was an important factor in the construction of my pieces. I wanted to hold the 
audiences attention in the way Wearing does with ‘Sixty Minute Silence’ (Gillian Wearing 1997) but 
also take some of the technical factors from Warhol. I want my work to at least interest the viewer 
even if they only see a few minutes, but at the same time I want the visual aspect and the films to 
prove transcendental in some way through the passing of the time allowing the viewer to become 
lost and fixated on the films. The hour hopefully drawing the viewer in to an intrigued voyeuristic 
state, almost therapeutic in the same way watching things happen in front of you when you look out 
at the world through a coffee shop window. 
 
The problem I considered with using just one film was that it would never be a true reflection of the 
time period because only a heavily edited piece could show the whole time period and as stated I 
am not interested in the manipulated but the actual. I, therefore, wanting to move away from 
‘Empire’(Andy Warhol 1964) and ‘Sixty Minute Silence’(Gillian Wearing 1997); I started to consider 
the different options that were available.  
 
Though my research is a multi-screen installation that is experimental, I have explored mainstream 
fictions because they have influenced my ideas and research. One film on the screen was proceeded 
by two films in a classic 70s cinema split screen style, such as Brian DePalma’s ‘Blow Out’ (Brian 
DePalma 1981) or his later .‘Raising Cain’ (Brian De Palma 1992). The next progression led me to four 
screens running at the same time but Mike Figgis had explored this concept through his two films 
‘Timecode’ (Mike Figgis 2000) and ‘The Terrace Rooms’ (Mike Figgis 2008). I moved then to twenty-
four screens using the idea that film runs at twenty-four frames per second. John Frankenheimer in 
his film ‘Grand Prix’ (John Frankenheimer 1966) used this mosaic effect of little screens making up 
the frame showing the same piece of film for the duration of the shot. The other idea for twenty-
four screens being twenty-four hours in a day but only concentrating on one hour of that time span 
seems an illogical idea for the amount. I was also considering creating the opposite effect to Warhol 
where some consider it a difficult film to watch because of its lack of action, my work may contain 
too much information for the viewer to take on-board at once. 
 
I eventually settled on nine frames per screen, each of the screens would have a clock at the centre 
of the screens. The clock would start unfocused and become slowly focused to show the time, the 
imitation of waking up and the world being unfocused to you until your eyes focus and essentially 
wake-up.  
 
I decided there would be several screens consisting of nine frames each, each one becoming brighter 
as the seasons pass. The piece starting from late December through to the Summer and  lighter/ 
brighter starts and finishing again back in dark December.  
 
However, John Izod points out in ‘Reading the Screen’ (1984):  
 

‘Many of us have grown up with the notion that ‘the camera never lies’. We know of   
course, that it is possible to get up to all kinds of tricks with a camera, but the old 
catchphrase lives on because there remains in the minds of some people an unspoken 
assumption that what the camera shows will in normal circumstances be what the world 
offers to your eyes’. (Izod:1984.6) 
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It is at this point where my desire to ‘tell the truth the whole truth’ (Izod:1984.6)can only run to a 
certain extent. Izod (1984) continues : 
 

‘What we first need to recognise is that by definition no film can tell the whole truth about 
even a very limited subject. To take one aspect of the craft only, the film making crew, 
however honest, have no option but to shape the viewers perception of the subject by 
giving preference to one point of view.’ (Izod:1984.6) 

 
Marshall McLuhan in ‘The Medium Is the Message’ (1967) suggests that the meaning of a work is 
dictated through the medium used,  
 

‘The medium embodies the message in such a way that it becomes totally different from 
the way in which any medium would present the same message’. (McLuhan:1967.18) 

 
The naturalistic feel I wanted to capture through the lighting of the piece is reminiscent of Wim 
Wenders  ‘Paris, Texas’ (Wim Wenders 1984) with a green hue that captured the real but also surreal 
feel of the time. The natural lighting of the situation is important to add to the realism of the films. 
Anri Sala in his work uses natural light to create his work. Sala uses it through ‘Three Minutes’(Anri 
Sala 2007) , ’Ghostgames’ (Anri Sala 2007) and ‘Nocturenes’ (Anri Sala 1999).  
 
The viewer of a conceptual video will be influenced by the artist as to how long they may spend 
watching the piece. The artist’s construction of the exhibition space may determine the interest in 
the piece before any viewing ever takes place of the projections or screens. 
 
Therefore the construction of the video installation and the area that it exists in is integral to the 
overall piece; and presumably to the amount of time the viewer feels is warranted by the video. 
Marguerite P. Harris say : 
 

“The experience of the gallery space, the dialogue on art experience and objecthood and 
reactions on modernism helped frame this new movement.” (Tymieniecka:2003.185))  

 
With this in mind the creation of a space can either advance or diminish the work. 
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QUESTION ONE 
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DOES NARRATIVE NEED A STRUCTURED BEGINNING, MIDDLE AND END? 
 
It can be argued that narrative exists every where, it can be evident in every aspect of everyday life. 
The switching on of a coffee machine as evident in screen two of my practical project tells a story. 
The water is poured in, the coffee added and the switching on of the machine is then followed by 
fifteen minutes of water falling into the jug. Once the water has passed through and the jug filled, a 
cup of coffee can be poured, the machine left on (an open ended narrative context) and the cup of 
coffee which is poured will then be consumed by the pourer which closes the narrative.  
 
I have researched a variety of different films throughout my research gaining insight into the 
different styles of these films. All of these be they mainstream and structured or experimental and 
loose have had an effect and impact on my work. I have discussed how these two areas overlap in 
some instances but also how they differ completely. The research and context of the pieces helped 
to develop my understanding and create ideas for my own work. 
 
In Hollywood mainstream movie  narrative can be extremely obvious, whilst other more 
experimental forms of filmmaking can be less so. Where Hollywood gives the narrative to the 
audience, independents are more inclined to make the audience work the narrative out for 
themselves or at least make it less pre-ordained in style. Consider the experimental work of 
Michaelangelo Antonioni’s ‘Blow Up’ (Michaelangelo Antonioni 1966) ,’The Passenger’ 
(Michaelangelo Antonioni 1975) and ‘L’Aventurra’(Michaelangelo Antonioni 1961) all of these works 
are loosely based around one story strand that then like life leads to other often unconnected 
strands just like life itself, never always giving  the answers to all of the questions. Although these 
examples are experimental they are still based around a fixed narrative fiction where my 
experiments are not fiction based and no construction takes place. 
 
Even these films have narratives with a loose structure but they do not need to be a conventional 
linear piece with an obvious start, middle and end. There are many ground breaking story 
techniques used by many movies such as ‘Crash’ (Paul Haggis 1996) and foreign cinema such as the 
Mexican film ‘Amores Perros’ (Alejandro Gonzalez Inarritu 2000). These often use a manipulation of 
time and space with overlapping stories. I chose not to manipulate the time I recorded in this way   
and although the idea of shots and the looseness of narratives exist in these films they are still 
contrived to fit the expectation of the audience.  My films will take a looser approach to this 
narrative by not planning anything other than the location and the time period. 
 
Through the aforementioned movies, the narrative progresses not in a linear progression but does 
have a start, middle and conclusion. The narratives use the theory originated by Todorov as 
mentioned in Narrative Comprehension & Film (Branigan:1992.4) the character indeed suffers a 
break in their equilibrium and to restore their unbalanced predicament they must overcome an 
obstacle that will allow them to have a new equilibrium . In narrative terms the characters manage 
to conclude and restore themselves to a new state; a conclusion. 
 
An open-ended format has been used in most experimental films through the years notably by Bruce 
Nauman who states:  
 

“Incorporated this open-ended format (a seemingly lack of beginning or end) into his video 
performances which made use of a fixed camera recording.” He commented that he “was 
interested in presenting the viewer with an unfolding process as opposed to a completed, 
object full work of art.” (Rush: 2003.12) 
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Therefore Nauman used partial narrative to explain his ideas and more often than not this involves 
joining something before the beginning and leaving it before its natural conclusion. This allows the 
viewer to interpret the narrative presented and to examine in detail one aspect of the piece. This is 
the case with a piece on display at the recent Tate Modern ‘Exposed’ exhibition called ‘Office Edit’ 
(Bruce Nauman 2001). The piece was a small piece of film recorded in his office at night from a fixed 
camera position, with no artificial light and capturing what occurred in that early morning time 
period. 
 
The argument here however is that although through Nauman’s work you do not see the whole 
natural narrative, the viewer is still witnessing a narrative. The moment the piece starts is the start 
of that particular narrative, however because the viewer brings external experiences to a piece they 
can place it in a wider narrative context; the same can be said for the end. 
 
Let’s take the coffee machine again, the narrative starts with the flicking of the switch to turn the 
coffee machine on. This is where I like Nauman have chosen to start the narrative, but we know as 
the viewer that at some point before this that water, a filter and coffee needed to be put into place 
for this to happen. The viewer takes this external narrative information to explain what they are 
viewing. Branigan states that the viewer uses “Our ability to use a narrative schema to model a 
their version of the world.” (Branigan:1992.) 
 
The idea of installations having no direct narrative is also examined by Bill Viola in ‘Slowly Turning 
Narrative’. Viola suggests the film:  
 

“has no beginning or end though it marks time, it is timeless. The structure of ‘Slowly   
 Turning Narrative’ responds as much to life’s inability and unpredictability as it does to   
 the certainty of its continuity.” (Viola: 1995.10) 

 
This is the case with the films I have constructed, the films like Viola has no specific start or finish 
other than the marking of time. The audience knows that something happened before the start and 
something happens long after the end. 
 
The specific films are all filmed with no concept of producing a narrative and they respond to life’s 
unpredictability as Viola suggests. This is evident in many of the films where things occur such as the 
fishermen on the beach (screen 2), the policemen arriving and departing (screen 5) and the thunder 
in the middle top centre of screen 6. 
 
In the film ‘Harvey’ (Henry Kostner 1950), Elwood’s sister states that:  
 

“The difference between a fine oil painting and a mechanical thing like a photograph; the   
   photograph shows only the reality, the painting shows not only the reality but the dream  
   behind it.”  

 
Although these are examples of how mainstream and independent filmmakers deal with narrative 
my research deals with how experimental artists deal with such a concept. The narrative constructed 
by experimental filmmakers is less important to them because the belief is that this will originate on 
its own. 
 
These art forms are as steeped in narrative as much as film. The viewer is expected to place the 
image into a wider context and develop the narrative themselves from the still information given to 
them. Exactly like Nauman who captures in an open-ended format a selective part of narrative, like 
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the painters and photographers before him. I have emulated the idea of painting and photographs in 
the first screen by using a large screen projection of one image which captures a rural environment. 
 
The viewer often thinks of narrative to be fiction based but: 
 

“Viola’s videos have never dealt in the fiction of linear narrative or the factualism of 
journalistic photographs, the two most common use of the medium.” (Townsend:1997.14) 

 
I believe this is an important factor for experimental filmmakers and I have adopted this idea 
through my films developing without a linear fiction but a representation of reality that as not been 
manipulated by journalistic factualism or any other manipulation other than shot selection. 
 
Artists have been using different ways to create narrative for viewers for centuries. In ‘Narrative 
Comprehension and Film’ by Edward Branigan, he states that there is an ubiquitous nature of 
narrative. Branigan sees:  
 

“narrative from non-narrative (as different) he excludes inventories, sermons, letters, 
summaries, birth announcements, medical statements.” (Branigan:1992.1) 

 
He sees these as having no direct narrative because he believes “Narrative is seen as a special form 
of assembling and understanding data.” (Branigan:1992.5) It could be argued those areas he 
describes as non-narrative do indeed tell a story and a reader of the material could in fact produce a 
narrative from the information that is provided. 
 
Branigan does not stipulate any boundaries and considers four aspects to narrative. The four areas 
of narrative are “Narrative fiction, narrative non-fiction, non-narrative fiction, non-narrative non-
fiction.” (Branigan:1992.3) He believes narrative is a broad category and: 
 

“makes a strong case for narrative to be understood as a feature of general perception, 
which organises data into a special pattern which represents and explains experience.”  

(Branigan:1992.4) 
 
In my installation the screens are all except one made of several films, these films all have stand 
alone narratives but when combined they explain it further through the 4am-5am concept. The 
viewer organises the screens themselves to determine how all the films link through a constructed 
narrative determined by the audience. 
 
Branigan continues to state : 
 

“Classical narrative is shown to function as a recursive structure of representation which   
  organises ‘spatial and temporal data’ into a cause-effect chain of events with a beginning,   
  middle and end that embodies a judgement about the nature of the events as well as  
  demonstrates how it it possible to know, and hence to narrate, the events.”  
                            (Branigan:1992.3) 

 
My experimental films do not adapt this classical narrative that Brangian discusses. My films are not 
constructed narratives that require a cause and effect chain, because I am trying to capture reality as 
close as possible without any interference. 
 
Barthes stated “That narrative operates on the principles of the logical fallacy” (Barthes:1978.15) 
which supports Branigan’s narrative ideas. The viewer observes and due to the viewers logic they 
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assemble the most logical narrative order and this can be achieved from what they see and what 
they already know. The context and knowledge of the viewer brings to the piece a different view to 
the original intentions of the artist. 
   
Gast Bouschet and Nadine Hilbert in ‘Dreamsequence’(2006/2007) returned to where Philip 
Kaufman filmed ‘Invasion Of The Body Snatchers’ (Philip Kaufman 1978) with Donald Sutherland. 
They : 
 

“deliberately sacrifice the conventional reflex of linear narrative, this poetic and political  
  dreamscape hangs on a network of relationships between fragments of photos, videos,  
  sounds and texts which challenge our objectivity and hones our sharpest perceptions.” 

      (Soret:2009.35) 
 
 It is more than likely that the majority of the audience who attend the exhibition have witnessed 
this time period themselves bringing their own experiences to bear on the narrative.  
 
Therefore Branigan is right “The evidence on the screen cannot speak for itself.”(Branigan:1992. 12) 
The viewer needs to take what they are shown and “always performs an interpretative selection 
dictated by specific demands” (Branigan:1992. 12) that we try to satisfy. It is a good point Branigan 
makes “the spectator always knows a great deal more than is provided on the screen.” 
Branigan:1992. 12)   
 
Some artists use the main idea of conventional narrative but use techniques to distort the effect, 
such as in ‘Bang’ (Ori Gersht 2007) by Ori Gersht who creates dramatic tension through the narrative 
of a flower arrangement growing and finishing with an exploding flower.  
 
Narrative can be very structured or loose and Olya Chernysheva creates narrative in a theatrical way 
in ‘Windows’ (Olya Chernysheva  2007). She films characters in a building : 
 

“where the inhabitants appear and disappear like characters in a play, vanishing in to the  
  intimacy of the dark backstage areas of their apartments.” (Soret:2009.44) 

 
This creation of narrative when displayed in an installation space “provokes a dialogue between the 
work and the viewer.” (Soret:2009.44) 
 
I have used this concept of filming through windows in many scenes, the protective inside in 
contrast to the harsh outside. It is no accident that all the screens look like small windows in their 
design. The characters like Chernysheva’s work come and go, the fishermen, the policemen and the 
man at the bus stop. All these inhabit the space briefly add to the narrative and then leave. It puts 
the location in context every time by how they interact with the space. 
 
Narratives do not need to be overlong or complicated to exist. Elena Brotherus in her piece ‘Miroir’ 
(Elena Brotherus 2000) used herself as a self portrait for her work. Brotherus stands in front of a 
steamed-up mirror in a bathroom. The narrative created is simply her waiting for the mirror to 
become clear and the viewer watches the steam disappear. The tension is created through her 
breathing and gradual appearance in the mirror, along with the expectation of something to happen. 
 
Through the screens I have created I have used Brotherus ideas of creating tension through 
expectation. All of the films incorporate this idea to an extent. Some of the screens have their 
silence broken through the use of cars punctuating the silence from different sides of the screen 
allowing the viewer to be curious and have to look for the action and thing that’s disturbed the 
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silence. The more visual screens such as screen 2 use the light to reveal Rhossili in various angles, the 
light becoming brighter to reveal the beach, the house and ‘Worm’s Head’. 
 
The fact that narratives can be born out of anything is evident in another of Runa Islam’s Turner 
Prize pieces. ‘First Day of Spring’ (Runa Islam 2005) is filmed in Dhaka and she looks to establish the 
everyday aspects of the city. Islam shoots it as “a ‘tableaux vivant’- a reference to the origin of 
documentary film.” (McKiver:2008.8) She looks at the genre and then using real-people to act their 
real-life :  
 

“she sets about a balance between the films structure and its content, which itself 
becomes the narrative.”(McKiver:2008.8) 

 
I have recorded several films that allow a narrative to be born out of anything. The fourth screen 
with 7 images contains a gas flame from my boiler which flickers throughout the whole hour only 
ever changing seconds before the end where it switches on. The narrative for the film is just the 
boiler at status quo and then just prior to 5 it switches on, the viewer can read into this that the 
house occupant will be getting up at this time or even that the activation suggests a climate change 
in the house. 
 
To conclude Branigan states that “All narrative is bound to tell the story of its own telling, and vive-
versa.” (Branigan:1992.2) 
 
Therefore I feel that narrative does not actually need to be constructed for the viewer because 
through their own societal development they will bring and create their own characters, plot and 
narrative. The structure of the piece although produced by me with a clear beginning at four, middle 
at four-thirty and an end at five is still determined by the viewer because they are free to enter the 
installation at their will so their own personal structure will be different to my intentions. 
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QUESTION TWO 
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HOW SHOULD VIDEO INSTALLATIONS BE DISPLAYED FOR A VIEWER? WHAT IS THE BEST METHOD 
FOR DISPLAYING EXPERIMENTAL VIDEO WORK? DOES THE WAY A VIDEO INSTALLATION IS 
PRESENTED, HAVE AN EFFECT ON THE PIECE AND THE AUDIENCE? 
 
Since the early cinematic work of the Lumiere Brothers there has always been a desire for some 
filmmakers to make small personal projects. The Hollywood System that was quickly established 
became the mainstream side of cinema producing on the whole genre films that were aimed to 
make money and entertain the masses. 
 
The avant-garde film can be seen as the parent of video art. The idea was to reject the Hollywood 
ideals and use different expressions and techniques to communicate their ideas. To produce work 
that showed different ways to communicate ideas. These avant-garde filmmakers often use different 
ways to represent visually their ideas. It is more likely that experimental filmmakers will try to work 
outside the normal conventions of mainstream filmmakers.  
 
Experimental filmmakers conceive, shoot and edit their films often alone (this is the case for me) or 
with a small crew, they also usually take the responsibility for distributing themselves. It is not 
uncommon for filmmakers to pay for the production costs or find small grants to fund the project. 
The film encyclopedia website states “this low budget approach buys independence.” 
(www.filmencyclopedia.com) Due to the nature of the project and the finance the projects are often 
shorter ranging from mere seconds, Bill Viola’s ‘Slowly Turning Narrative’(Bill Viola 1992) or sixty 
minutes such as Gillian Wearing’s ‘Sixty Minute Silence’(Gillian Wearing 1997) or Andy Warhol’s 
eight hour ‘Empire’ (Andy Warhol 1964) and then there are longer pieces such as Douglas Gordon’s 
’24 hour Psycho’ (Douglas Gordon 1993).  
 
I took Wearing’s idea of sixty minutes as my structure for the piece, I liked the roundness of the full 
hour to really show the development of the morning from 4am. Whilst viewing her film I liked the 
way that the shot keeps you focused and you can examine in detail every aspect. The sixty minutes 
from the fixed camera position meant the viewer could observe without the flashy use of multiple 
camera angles or editing. I wanted to take the concept further and move away from construction 
that was evident and allow a more natural development over the hour, this borrowing more from 
Warhol’s ‘Empire’ but even this had been manipulated and time slowed down. I wanted to capture 
the true hour so the viewer could experience the work exactly in the same way that I recorded it. I 
feel I have achieved this but not at any point instructing the action. I felt I needed to move away 
from the conventional one screen viewing that Wearing and Warhol used. 
 
The idea behind most experimental filmmakers is to create film for aesthetic reasons and to capture 
a moment or create new visuals. It is considered that experimental filmmakers often try out new 
ways of filmmaking which initially are experimental but later become adapted to the mainstream. 
 
Stan Brakage suggests:  
 

“most experimental films avoid verbal communication, giving primacy to the visual”  
(Brakhage:2001.25) 

 
and “typically ignore, subvert or fragment the storytelling rules of Hollywood Cinema.” 
(Brakhage:2001.25)  This is evident throughout the films I have recorded there are only three audible 
lines of verbal communication across all 48 films. The image is therefore capturing the action and 
explains itself without the aid of words. 
 

http://www.filmencyclopedia.com/
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The concept of experimental filmmaking started early as a combative force to Hollywood and 
mainstream filmmaking. In 1924, Rene Clair had ‘Entr’acte’ (Rene Clair 1924) screened. From 1939-
1956 Harry Smith produced the ‘Early Abstractions’ (Harry Smith 1956) series that abandoned 
narrative altogether. In 1943 Maya Deren released one of many experimental pieces  ‘Meshes of the 
Afternoon’ (Maya Deren 1943). It is Deren who is often credited with the birth of American avant-
garde filmmaking. She also produced among others ‘Ritual in Transfigured Time’ (Maya Deren 1946), 
‘Meditation on Violence’ (Maya Deren 1948) and ‘The Very Eye Of Night’ ( Maya Deren 1958). 
 
Deren et al used this avant-garde style to produce interesting and thought provoking pieces in the 
style of experimental filmmaking and it could be argued that this fed into the ideas of Paik and 
Warhol in 1965.  
 
The idea of video installations is to allow artists to use a formula of video technology and darkness to 
create an installation. Firstly, it is important to determine the difference between an exhibition and 
an installation space. Boris Groys in his article ‘Politics of Installation’ argues that:  
 

“A conventional exhibition is conceived as an accumulation of art objects placed next to  
  one another in an exhibition space to be viewed in succession. In this case, the exhibition  
  space works as an extension of neutral, public urban space.”  

(www.e-flux.com/journal/view/31) 
 
He continues to suggest that:  
 

“The movement of a visitor through an exhibition space remains similar to that of   
  someone walking down a street and observing the architecture of the houses left and  

                right.”                                                                                    (www.e-flux.com/journal/view/31) 
 

 
Therefore the art, the objects are all easily visible to be ‘gazed’ at by the viewer. 
 
However, the video installation works in a completely different way, making the viewer part of the 
work and more interactive with the piece, thereby creating a ‘living environment’. The exhibition 
space created for ‘gazing’ is very different to that of the constructed:  
 

“space of an artistic installation which is the symbolic private property of the artist. By 
entering this space, the visitor leaves the public territory of democratic legitimacy and 
enters the space of sovereign, authoritarian control.” (www.e-flux.com/journal/view/31) 

 
The fact the viewer is allowed in to the space allows a more democratic approach to the work and a 
less stringent viewing as experienced in the viewings of other art forms. 
 
Groys goes on to say:  
 

“The standard art exhibition leaves an individual visitor alone allowing him or her to 
individually confront and contemplate the exhibited art objects. Moving from one object 
to another, such an individual visitor necessarily overlooks the totality of the exhibition’s 
space, including his or her own position within it.” (www.e-flux.com/journal/view/31) 
 

 
 
 

http://www.e-flux.com/journal/view/31
http://www.e-flux.com/journal/view/31
http://www.e-flux.com/journal/view/31
http://www.e-flux.com/journal/view/31
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However, Groys points out that: 
 

“An artistic installation builds a community of spectators precisely because of the holistic, 
unifying character of the installation space. The one visitor to the art installation is not an 
isolated individual, but a collective of visitors.” (www.e-flux.com/journal/view/31) 

 
The use of an installation space is clearly important and has been since the first public display of 
video art. Michael Rush states that from the very beginning the way artists used space to create 
atmosphere and meaning was important. Often cited as the first artist to show a videotape in a 
public installation is Andy Warhol in 1965 with his ‘Underground’(Andy Warhol 1965) piece. Warhol 
showed the video recordings he had made in a large underground railroad space, which added to 
the films being projected and created an appropriate atmosphere and location. 
 
Chrissie Iles suggests:  
 

“During the 1960s and early 1970s the projected image played a crucial role in creating a    
  new language of representation as artists used film studies, video…..to transform the  
  parameters of visual space.” (Rush:2003.45) 

 
In 1974, Peter Campus in his installation ‘Negative Crossing’ (Peter Campus 1974) used black & white 
interactive projections that had an enormous influence significantly expanding the aesthetic 
potential of the video image and creating a controlled space. 
 
This use of space started to become as important as anything else. Michael Rush says:  
 

“Time saw the museum replaced by the white box as a primary locus for new art and the   
   white box altered to a black box for the viewing of video and film on monitors and   
   walls.” (Rush:2003.10) 

 
I decided on using walls with projectors in my installation because I feel it moves the viewer away 
from the idea of television, and these are not conventional televisual films (although in the early 
days of BBC 2 they did show such work-all be it late at night). The films at this size allowed for 
viewers to really engage with detail and become immersed in the films and interact with them 
because I filmed them so the viewer felt they were part of the film. 
 
Artists such as Nauman, Campus et al always have : 
 

“A unifying concern-the representation of real world conditions (and this) was approached 
from a variety of perspectives, but always with the intent to provoke a direct experience 
of the real worlds.” (Ross: 1997.12) 

 
Therefore, the space for installations can be designed in many ways but often trying to recreate the 
artist’s interpretation of a reality. The idea is to help enhance the subject and make the viewer more 
active. Shigeko Kubolta created the multi-part installation ‘Sexual Healing’ (Shigeko Kubolta 1996). 
The piece looked at Nam June Paik’s life after a stroke. In video art, Michael Rush explains how she 
achieved this:  
 

“Free standing handrails, like those installed in Kubota/Paik’s apartment marked out the  

http://www.e-flux.com/journal/view/31
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  sculptural space within which Kubolta placed all manner of video containers: video-bed,  
  video-chair, video-window and video stick figures of a man and a woman who look ready  
  to dance. Images of Paik, laughing through the obvious pain of recovery assisted by  
  young female therapists were projected through the gallery.” (Rush:2003.65) 

 
 
I had considered at one point to make my films truly part of the experience by projecting them at 
the actual time frame of 4-5am on to the University building. This would have then allowed for the 
actual time and atmosphere to creep in to the films themselves. However, the presence of an 
audience countered against the original intention, the point being to create this space to show that 
places are eerie and that minimal activity occurs, an audience in itself would destroy this 
atmosphere. 
 
Kubolta recreated Paik’s reality through a series of objects and videos to help show the viewer or 
allow the viewer to experience what they are both experiencing. Kubolta, managed to do this 
through the construction of an installation space that she created from her own experiences of 
something that exists. Groys states:  
 

“The installation takes a copy out of an unmarked, open space of anonymous circulation 
and places it-if only temporarily within a fixed, stable, closed context of the topologically 
well defined here and now.” (www.e-flux.com/journal/view/31) 

 
The created installation space is therefore important to the context of its video and moving it away 
from it can have a massive negative impact. Consider Doug Aitken’s ‘Electric Earth’ (Doug Aitken 
1999) which is presented on a labyrinth of cloth screens on which are projected the night time 
wanderings of a youth on the streets of Los Angeles and a large digital clock with its numbers racing 
through time. Would any context other than the original installation give the piece the same respect 
and impact and meaning? 
 
An example where the installation would be lost in any other viewing situation would be through the 
interactivity of a piece, although the very existence of an installation space makes it interactive. The 
loss of a time and space that’s been specifically created loses the meaning and context of a piece. 
Gary Hill in 1992 with ‘Tall Ships’ used technology to activate a trigger which when pushed, 
projected images on suspended screens in a space, making the piece interactive and the viewer not 
just a ‘gazer’ like in an exhibition. 
 
In the new digital age where technology has allowed the advancement of consumption the museum 
installation can be moved around different formats and thus changes the artists intentions and the 
meaning of the piece. Groys claims:  
 

“In the framework of contemporary culture, an image is permanently circulating from one   
  medium to another medium and from one closed context to another closed context.”   
                                                                                                    (www.e-flux.com/journal/view/31) 

 
He suggests that through cinema, websites, a person’s lounge, the museum installation piece is 
changed:  
 

“Through different contexts and media, this bit of film footage is transformed by different 
program languages, different software, different framings on the screen, different 
placement in an installation space.” (www.e-flux.com/journal/view/31) 

 

http://www.e-flux.com/journal/view/31
http://www.e-flux.com/journal/view/31
http://www.e-flux.com/journal/view/31
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Therefore it can be argued by the artist that such a viewing inside an unplanned space will result in a 
different meaning to that intended originally. 
 
I feel that my films although they can stand alone and be viewed out of context of the installation 
space the impact would be reduced. I also feel watching them on a screen at home as Groys suggests 
would diminish the impact of my work. 
 
The context of installation space is therefore important consider Jeffery Shaw’s ‘The Legible City’ 
(Jefferey Shaw 1998)he fixed a bicycle in an installation space with big screens that showed the trip 
through many cities such as Amsterdam and Manhattan when a person pedals the bike. If you 
watched this in any other scenario the point would be lost and the interactivity of the piece also lost. 
 
Bill Viola comments that an installation space allows you to be:  
 

“Sealed off in stark, darkened rooms, the installation work offers concentrated moments  
  of experience that are familiar but ineffable, like forgotten dreams.” (Ross: 1997.13) 

 
This confirms that an installation space is important to the video work of an artist because it takes 
you out of the museum space, out of a typical cinema space with its expectations and places you in a 
reconstructed reality, which the artist controls for you while you experience it. 
 
Artists have created models, screens, sculpture and used natural objects to help create the 
ambience required to help the viewer integrate and understand the ideas behind the installation. 
Kulik created her space using a room set to look like a lounge with smaller than average sized 
furniture and  some set-up photographs of naked human behaviour and animal behaviour in small 
family-sized photo style frames for her exhibition ‘Family of the Future’ (Kulik 1997). I had 
considered adding different window frames at one point to show the viewer the idea of looking to 
the outside world, often in the way I had observed and filmed. This idea disappeared once I started 
to film in the locations instead of on the outskirts of the location. 
 
The space created by the video artist is a way of ensuring what the viewer looks at and considers the 
environment to which it is placed. However, John Berger stated:  
 

“We only see what we look at. To look is an act of choice. As a result of this act, what we    
 see is brought within our reach-though not necessarily within reach. To touch something 
is to situate oneself in relation to it. We never look at just one thing; we are always 
looking at the relation between things and ourselves. Our vision is continually active, 
continually moving, continually holding things in a circle around itself, constituting what is 
present to us as we are.” (Berger:1990.8) 

 
This was one reason for the increase in the images to show a relationship occurs between the films 
from screen to screen. 
 
This is why a constructed environment for an installation is imrtant because it allows the viewer to 
place into a context the ideas and the messages. This is an important point according to Jessie 
Bryant Wilder:  
 

“An installation is an environment that the viewer navigates or somehow interacts 
with.”(Rush:2003.26) 
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 She suggests that : 
 

“Although installation art is temporary it tends to interact with the viewer more    
  aggressively than a painting on the wall.” (Rush:2003.26) 

 
The environment as Val Williams says about Hannah Starkey’s ‘City Work’ (Hannah Starkey 2000) is 
as much  a character as the people or objects within it. Mike Figgis confirms that video art these days 
can be exhibited anywhere and anyhow:   
 

“There is absolutely no reason why the bricks and mortar and red seats of a movie theatre  
   need to be the definition of what is a cinema, full stop.” (Figgis:2007.81) 

 
The idea of a constructed installation space is one of the aspects I considered first during the project. 
The initial thoughts developed through many different ideas from one big room, with all the films 
surrounding you, the construction of the two rooms with four films across each wall. The 
advancement from one image to multi-screen images to help determine what really occurs between 
4-5am. 
 
I took Viola’s ideas of sealed off darkened room to present my installation. Although all of the films 
are inherently based around the same time period I thought it was important to allow the viewer 
time to interact, live and breathe with the images. The films are also grouped in a loose way to 
expressly demonstrate the different times within the times and across the seasons and how they are 
represented. I took this idea further by recording at some of the same locations to show how these 
places are different, the bus stop and the Swansea Beach scenes being some examples. The 
USA/Mexico screen also added to this differentiation between time zones. 
 
The six dark rooms with the introductory clock ticking at the start allows the viewer to become 
submerged in the piece. Many comments from visitors said that they would come back during the 
exhibition on other days to experience other aspects of the installation. This really falls into the idea 
of how much time a person looks at an installation, to actually watch every screen would take a 
visitor six hours which is unlikely to happen, remember not even the curator of Warhol’s ‘Empire’ 
has seen all 8 hours. The rooms allowed the viewer however to walk through the different screens to 
experience how they develop and manage to create an overall idea of what I have constructed. The 
installation space provided the viewer with my reality through the constructed space. 
 
SHOULD VIDEO INSTALLATIONS BE VIEWED; FROM START TO FINISH OR THROUGH A BRIEF 
‘LOOK’? 
 
The emergence of video art has contributed to the release of Sony’s Portapak in the middle of the 
1960s. The invention of this device became easier for people outside of the industry to access video 
production, therefore many artists started to produce various forms of video art. There are several 
artists associated with the video art genre such as Andy Warhol, Michael Snow, Bruce Nauman, Bill 
Viola and Nam Jane Paik. These artists took the concepts of visual art to mean a way of 
experimenting and expressing their ideas through both the production and presentation of their 
work. David A. Ross comments on how he’s:  
 

“Watched the medium move from the periphery of the art world to its centre, particularly  
   within art museums.” (Ross:1997.5) 
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 It can therefore be argued as Gaby Wijers does that:  
 

“Video Art is one of these media art forms with specific preservation needs because of     
  short life, the technical nature and the rapid obsolescence of the formats.”  
                                                                                                                          (www.kmi.lux.org.uk) 

 
The emergence of video art was born out of the two:  
 

“Avant-garde strains which took on the Hollywood challenge by distorting and  
  recombining its forms and conventions and another which rejected it outright, turning  
  instead toward pure cinema.” (www.sensesofcinema.com) 

 
The idea of pure cinema allowed for a different approach, exhibition and production to that of 
Hollywood Cinema. Is there such a thing as pure cinema, not really because all forms of video work 
have some selection process therefore eliminating other things, however, we understand the idea of 
pure cinema. Yue suggests that “Every film ends, except that unique one that never begins” 
(www.sensesofcinema.com) suggesting the purest form of cinema is infact life?! I have attempted to 
create the idea of ‘pure cinema’ with the films that I have recorded. 
 
However, video artists have tried to invent new ways to tell a story from start to finish. Michael Rush 
states:  
 

“At each turn in the history of video, artists have taken an interest in ‘time’ as a medium in  
 video. In the early days, it was real time that interested artists: video, unprocessed and  
 unedited, could capture time as it was being experienced, right here and now, indoors  
 and outdoors.” (Rush:2003.45) 

 
Although arguable this is surely a form of pure cinema. However pure:  
 

“No matter what social role an image plays, the lens always involves some degree of  
  subjective choice through selection, framing and personalization.” 
                 (Marita Sturken et al:2000.16) 

 
This question cannot be fully answered in either respect because it realistically could be both 
depending on several varying factors. Thomas Sutcliffe asked a similar question in ‘The 
Independent’- Do you spend enough time looking at pictures?’ (www.independent.co.uk)He 
believed that nobody really knows how long  to look at something in a gallery. The question probably 
boils down to personal taste but Sutcliffe suggests other factors should be considered such as 
acceptability and what other people are doing. He states:  
 

“Some people adapt a strict portion control approach giving every picture in the show an 
equal allocation of gaze-time; others will be indifferent to six pictures and then 
concentrate fiercely on the seventh, as if to work off the accumulated debt of negligence; 
still others post themselves on a nearby bench and turn themselves into a state of 
intellectual contemplation.” (www.independent.co.uk) 

 
They are probably all plagued by the same question shall I move on yet? 
 
 
 

http://www.kmi.lux.org.uk/
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He correctly assumes that with video installations the whole process should be a lot easier, the films 
have a ‘run-time’ therefore: 
 

“Like films and books there is an expectation that they will tell us how long the experience 
should last.” (www.independent.co.uk)) 

 
Sutcliffe goes on to suggest that ‘we’ : 
 

“Rationalise to (our)selves, the work is supposed to be longer than the average attention 
span to be stumbled upon after the beginning and abandoned before the end.”   
                                                                                                                   (www.independent.co.uk) 

 
It could be argued then that “Four or five minutes would do” even if the piece lasted an hour, such 
as Gillian Wearing’s ’Sixty Minute Silence’ (Gillian Wearing 1997), Michael Snow’s ‘Wavelength 
(Michael Snow 1967) or the Douglas Gordon epic  '24 Hour Psycho’ (Douglas Gordon 1993) lasting for 
the full twenty-fours hours the title suggests. 
 
Sutcliffe furthers the debate by suggesting that tedium maybe part for the work’s dynamic. He 
suggests maybe you are supposed to become bored as a test of yourself. The other side of the 
argument he suggests is that you need to experience “A certain amount of monotony” 
(www.independent.co.uk)  to realise the secrets held within the piece. He therefore suggests “You 
should stick around a little longer and see if anything happens.” (www.independent.co.uk) 
 
If we go to the cinema to watch a film bound by the constraints of its running time, why is it 
different to watching a video installation in a created and structured environment. The cinematic 
movie is heavily constructed to adhere to our needs of that genre. However, there is something else 
to be gained from these video installations such as the solitude of viewing in some cases or the 
transcendental feeling of being lost in something that appears more ‘real’ and like life itself, the idea 
of staring out of a window watching the world go about it’s business. The banality of some films can 
be therapeutic, relaxing and intriguing in a different way to those of constructed narrative cinema 
with conventional storytelling techniques. 
 
The underlying factor to whether an installation should be looked at or viewed in its entirety comes 
down to two factors, the subject of the piece and the audiences ‘readiness’ to accept it:  
 

“I think if you are an artist, your work is interpreted differently by every person who sees   
   it, that they bring something to the work” (Badlands DVD-Terrance Malik/Jack Fisk 1973)  

 
 
 If they engage with the piece then there is no acceptable or unacceptable time limit to viewing an 
installation. However, the difference with the still photography and the video installations do by 
their very nature allow the audience to experience the art differently. Sontag states “A still, which 
allows one to linger over a single moment as long as one likes” (Sontag:1978.81) where film allows 
the ‘flow of time’. She also highlights: 
 

“The viewing time of a film is set by the filmmaker and the images are perceived only as 
fast or slowly as the editing permits.” (Sontag:1978.81) 
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The argument could just simply be that the film's running time is the final instrumentation to the 
length an audience should view an installation and to experience from start to finish is to fully 
appreciate and understand the piece and to fully realise with the artist the intentions of the piece. 
 
 
 
However long a viewer spends with an installation piece Bill Viola suggests:  
 

“When we’re done looking and thinking, we return to find that we’ve never left it at all.  
  We’ve been deeply in the world of the real all the while, engaged in our feeling for the  
  things themselves.” (Ross:1997.12) 

 
It was evident from watching audiences view my installation that there is no formulated time, the 
viewers all gained the concept of the piece if they visited for mere minutes or up to an hour. The 
installation did not need to be viewed for its entirety for them to understand but those that stayed 
longer could make more connections and experience more of my captured representation of 4am. 
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QUESTION THREE 
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WHAT ARE THE IMPLICATIONS OF MOVING A CAMERA INSTEAD OF LEAVING IT IN A FIXED 
POSITION? 
 
Through my research I have looked at a wide variety of films such as experimental, independent and 
mainstream. These films have all had an influence on my research and the installation films that I 
have produced, either directly or indirectly. There are filmmakers who attract the attention of the 
audience to the use of the camera and the techniques they are adopting to tell a story. The most 
notable examples should include Hitchcock with his familiar moving of the camera to a ‘bird’s eye 
view’ which is evident in ‘North by Northwest’ (Alfred Hitchcock 1957) as Van Damn suggests to 
Leonard that “This matter needs to be taken care of from a great height.” The camera flows from a 
standard medium shot to a zoom out and lifts to above the action, thus ensuring that what Van 
Damn means is understood by the audience. There are several other prime examples such as Robert 
Altman’s introduction to ‘The Player’(Robert Altman 1992) where the shot is continuous and moves 
from one office to another and finally rests on Andy Griffin. Scorsese used this familiar style tracking 
shot for a ten minute piece in ‘Goodfellas’ (Martin Scorsese 1990), when Ray Liotta enters the 
nightclub via the kitchens. All of these arguably trying to emulate Hitchcock’s use of the long takes in 
‘Rope’(Alfred Hitchcock 1948) where he shot till the reel ran out. Brian DePalma, also attempts a 
similar idea at the start of ‘Snake Eyes’(Brian DePalma 1998) where the first fifteen minutes seems 
to be one continuous flowing shot although arguably there are some clear edit points throughout. 
 
I have adopted the static camera so I could ensure the audience were not given any information 
other than what ‘passed’ before the camera. I did not want to manipulate the audience in the way 
these filmmakers have. I adopted the old style of filming where camera movement was restricted 
although Figgis explains why this was the case. 
 
Mike Figgis commented  
 

“In the early days of cinema cameras were necessarily very heavy and because of their  
value, considered vulnerable. So the best thing one could do with them was to secure    
them very tightly on a tripod or similar support, then turn on and leave them alone, with  
the actors moving in and out of a fixed frame.” (Figgis:2007.83) 

 
This fixed camera position was used with the first films recorded by the Lumiere Brothers. The 
camera recorded the workers leaving the factory through the gates and passing by the camera. This 
fixed camera recorded the movement and the activity without needing to move in any direction. 
However, the Brothers did capture the essence and their point of view. Bela Balazs claims  
 

‘a representational image can’t be made without conveying a viewpoint that itself is the  
 expression of the filmmaker.” (Balazs: 2010. 25)  

 
It can be argued that the camera person’s viewpoint in a fixed position already captures interest for 
the viewer. It is often expected that a camera position is selected to capture what is important and 
interesting for the audience. 
 
After the Lumiere Brothers recorded their trial film, others started to experiment. The development 
of cinema progressed through the establishment of mise-en-scene via Georges Melies and his film 

‘Voyage Da La Luna’(Georges Melies 1903). Not long after this, the first use of editing to create 
meaning could be seen in Edwin S Porter’s ‘Great Train Robbery’ (Edwin S Porter 1909), by 1917 the 
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construction of film narrative techniques and a wide range of seminal camera shots were evident in 
DW Griffiths’ ‘Birth of a Nation’ (DW Griffith 1915). 
 
The development of film techniques saw the changing use of cameras. Figgis stated  
 

“Camera movement thus became one of the major devices with which to activate an 
audience and maintain their interest.” (Figgis:2007:81) 

 
Barthes likened the capturing of events on camera via a fixed position to the theatre. He states  
 

“The theatre is precisely that practice which calculates the place of things as they are 
observed. If I set the spectacle here the spectator will see this. If I set the spectacle here 
the spectator will see this, if I put it elsewhere, he will not, and I can avail myself of this 
masking effect and play on the illusion it provides.” (Sturken:2000.16) 

 
The moment the camera started to move, it moved away from many theatre aspects but still the 
camera captured the intended action if the filmmaker wanted it. However, the movement allows 
observation to be reduced because once the camera moves the viewer will see a different aspect 
and concentrate on what is ‘being shown’ and not necessarily take in the rest of the shot whereas  a 
static shot allows time for much greater scrutiny. 
 
Diderot says  
 

“A well composed picture is a whole container under a single point of view, in which the 
parts work together to one end and form by their mutual correspondence a unity as real 
as that of the members of the body of an animal.” (Barthes:1978.69) 

 
During Ingmar Bergman’s essay on the extras of ‘Cries and Whispers’ (Ingmar Bergman 1972) he 
explains about how he was “working on the idea that was new and reductive: the motionless 
camera.” He decided that he would only allowing himself to move the camera one step forward or 
back and the actors should move towards it. Bergman says “the camera would film just the shot 
and the camera would not be visible to the audience.” He goes on to state “It should remain coldly 
objective even when the action was moving towards an emotional high.” In the end unlike other 
filmmakers he decided not to use the motionless camera idea because it was too restrictive but 
others have used the fixed camera approach in the same way a painter captures a scene for a 
painting. 
  
There are many that believe the construction of the ‘still shot’ was actually borne out of Renaissance 
Painting. Lacey suggests “The Quattrocentro System, inherited by cinema via photography” 
(Lacey:2004.139) was its basis and the fundamentals can be found within it. He goes on to explain 
further 
 

“The camera position has a crucial influence on what we can see. Although technologically    
   it appears that the films antecedent is still photography, aesthetically there can be little   
  doubt that theatre had a much greater influence.” (Lacey:2004.139) 

 
When talking about framing, Lacey continues to suggest that  
 

“The acceptable and most common view of a cinema screen is to give the audience the 
best view possible.” (Lacey:2004.140) 
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 This relates to the framing of a shot; there are several different camera shots available to the 
filmmaker which allows them to communicate information to the viewer. The different shots 
available include close-up’s, medium shots, long shots and several derivatives such as extreme 
versions along with the panning and tracking shots. Lacey comments that  
 

“The continual relocation and realisation of a compositional centre accords with the 
centre of interest as defused by the narrative. In this way ‘the seen’ is converted into a 
‘scene’, space becomes the place, and the spectator is situated by a constant renewal of 
perspective.” (Lacey:2004.140) 

 
Using the films I have constructed in the project I have given the viewer the best possible view of 
what I want them to see. The camera never moves always maintaining like the theatre a fixed 
position as Barthes points out. The shots as Lacey suggests transpire into individual scenes from ‘the 
seen’ and the space becomes the place of the action for the duration of all the screens. Although the 
camera never moves the spectator is situated by a constant renewal of perspective because of the 
changes happening in front of the camera. The use of multi screens with several screens within each 
also allows the viewer to change perspective and view what they are drawn too, given them some 
freedom from my strict observations and also a slight interaction with the piece. The camera 
continually renewing as Lacey suggests by the action in front and not the movement of the camera. 
 
I have like Sitney suggests about Brakhage’s film ‘Anticipation of the Night’ (Stan Brakhage 1958) 
used the camera as a way to  
 

“postulate(s) the filmmaker behind the camera as the first person protagonist of the 
film…..the images of the film are what he sees, filmed in such a way that we never forget 
his presence.” (O Pray:1998.142) 

 
Therefore the spectator like me experiences my experience of these personal places at that 
particular time. I have captured the places to suggest that the moments in a place are on-going, we 
only ever see a certain period of its continuity. Like Gilberto Perez comments: 
 

“That a Godard film gives the impression not of the complete but of the on-going, a world 
in process of taking place.” (O’Pray:1998.377) 

 
The on-going action in the pieces without the camera movement allows the space to be examined. 
Sitney goes onto point out that  
 

“The importance of still life and similar structural films is that the fixed camera electrifies a 
space, revealing in itself.” (Sitney:2002:228) 

 
The fixed camera on screen one allows the reservoir to be revealed from the darkness of night 
through the dawning of the new day which in turn provides the changing tides and wildlife to 
become audible. The fixed position allows the viewer to study the activity in the water; the water 
movement and also the sky reflecting as day breaks. The space captures the action that is on-going 
through the hour and what we assume continues long after the hour of 5am just like a conventional 
open-ended narrative.  
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The transition in the hour is similar to the work of Stewart Wilson who observes daily life. Winston 
Wheeler et al comments about Wilson’s work:  
 

“Feels isolated incidents evidencing transition between place, present and past is an  
interesting way to observe.” (Sitney:2002.228) 

 
The reservoir film shows the transition of the place from 4am through to 5am and the differences to 
the place that occur. Wheeler et al furthers this discussion of Wilson’s work believing:  
 
 

“Film and video allows the direct use of these observations, changing the emphasis of  
  what we often consider as background or unconsciousness habit to a position of focus.”   

(Sitney:2002:228) 
 
This can certainly be the case in all of the films that I have recorded. All the images allow the viewer 
to focus on each of the images, the images all require observation of places that can just be missed. 
 
This analysis of the landscape stems back to original landscape painters. Wheeler et al comment on 
Chris Welsby as being known for his recording of traditional landscapes. He suggests it is:  
 

“A new scientific basis for observation of landscape was established in the late 19th  
  Century.” (Wheeler et al:2002.260)  

 
Welsby was influenced by the painter Edward Muybridge and his :  
 

“Famous photographs of Leland Stanford’s homes were published……the year  
   Monet….began to paint is series….a record at every hour of the day and each season at  
   Saint-Martin.” (Wheeler et al:2002.260)  

 
Muybridge used the camera to do exactly what Monet was attempting but on a newer technology. 
 
It was Chris Welsby along with other 1960s artists observations that started to recognise the 
importance of Muybridge’s Land art. Welsby stated “Landscape films must be placed” (Wheeler et 
al:2002.260)in this tradition.  
 

“The invention of new equipment such as the camera allowed artists to use a different 
scientific invention to observe.” (Wheeler et al:2002.260)  

 
The films like those Nicky Hamlyn produces such as ‘Only At First’ (Nicky Hamlyn 1991), were 
described by friends as a landscape film. He states  
 

“My films explore the paradoxical nature of light, the camera eye, surface, time and  
  space.” (Wheeler et al:2002.261) 

 
 Again Hamlyn captures what occurs in front of the screen and does not follow the action but 
observes with a fixed camera, which is very evident in the UK films that I have made. 
 
British director Stewart Wilson observes daily life through his work with a fixed camera, in exactly 
the same way I have chosen. It is suggested that Wilson’s work captures;  
 

“Isolated incidents evidencing transitions between place, present and past”  
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(Wheeler et al:2002.261)  
 
Thus being an interesting way to observe. Allowing the fixed camera to linger obviously allows the 
viewer to look deeper into the scene and find probably more in the shot than an edited one which 
would move and jolt the viewer into looking at something else.  
 
A fixed camera with no movement as in these examples is the same idea of studying a photograph or 
a painting. The fixed angle gives the opportunity to examine every aspect. The advantage with the 
filming through a fixed camera position allows time to pass and the viewer can experience the 
change whether it is vast or not, in the way that Wheeler et al discuss. In screen 3, of the project, 3 
films out of the 5, only have three things of note in a whole hour are the flapping tarpaulin, a 
bedroom light flicking on and off and a cat running across the road at 4.20. The stillness captures the 
snowy scene and the atmosphere of the time period.  
 
Wilson goes on to state just as I have mentioned in my own findings that “Shadows pass, lights and 
colour ignites in darkness-recordings of actual events.” (Wheeler et al:2002.260)The films I have 
recorded including the foreign films (America & Mexico) just like Chris Welsby’s ‘Sky Light’ (Chris 
Welsby 1981) capture “A large element of chance into the process of recording the imagery.” 
(Wheeler et al:2002.260)  Welsby in this film recorded a stormy sky and how it changed over a 
period of time. There are several films in my work that captures the weather and how it can alter the 
atmosphere of the place at the time. The windscreen wiper in the Luton Airport screen also adding a 
rhythm to the piece. The Cockernhoe street scene actually creates an abstract depiction of the scene 
by the blurred imagery. 
 
Rob Gawthorp’s work deals mainly with the real and its representation. He says:  
 

“The conditions of recognisable depiction, the abstract/conceptual and the physical or 
material.” (Sitney:2002.228) 

 
These parameters are set “through various strategies including chance, pre-determined systems.” 
(Sitney:2002.228) 
 
Again, the work I am producing is constructed through a combination of these ideas, the places are 
pre-determined because they are personal places or personal things to me, however, there is a great 
deal of chance because I cannot predict the exact outcome in any of these places which represents 
life perfectly. It does obviously have some pre-determination because I have selected the places 
with ideas in mind. 
 
All of the mentioned filmmakers have captured life and events as close to reality as possible. Once a 
camera is put into a place the position has been selected and therefore it already becomes 
representational because it has been selected which is a form of choice. However, the filmmakers 
have proceeded to record in real-time from a fixed position to capture their ideals of reality. 
Welsby’s stormy sky in ‘Sky Light’ (Chris Welsby 1981), ‘Empire’ (Andy Warhol 1964) and ‘Sixty 
Minute Silence’ (Gillian Wearing 1997) are all clearly defined examples of how films can create 
interest without having to move the cameras position. 
 
Returning to Mike Figgis and his arguments on camera movement is pertinent here. He feels the 
influence of the opening sequence in ‘Touch Of Evil’ (Orson Welles 1957), and the nightclub scene in 
‘Goodfellas’ (Martin Scorsese 1996) are examples of filmmakers with bad camera movement 
techniques, where Scorsese and Welles claim ‘pure cinema’ and certainly subscribed to Bazin’s 
ideals. 
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Figgis fully believes the opposite to their ideals because he feels “that they believe putting a camera 
in a fixed position makes the job redundant.”(Figgis:2007.34) He argues that “If you want to move 
the camera you have to have a very good reason why.” (Figgis:2007.34)  He goes further to argue 
about camera movement and suggests that it should not be moved for the sake of it, infact he says: 
 

“My quarrel with camera movement is at the point where the intelligence that had gone  
  into deciding why the camera should move, changes to the demand that the camera has  
  to move, because it doesn’t then there’s the possibility that the audience might get  
  bored.” (Figgis:2007.83) 

 
The idea of the camera not capturing every detail for the audience and allowing them to imagine 
what is happening off screen is similar to that of looking at a photograph and imagining what came a 
fraction of a second either side of that shutter exposing the film. There is an excellent example of 
this in ‘El espirtitu en la comena’ (The Spirit Of The Beehive)( Victo Erice 1973) where the character is 
led in bed, the viewer like her only hears the off-screen sound and knows what the male character is 
doing via the sounds that appear on the soundtrack, so we are restricted also. 
 
In conclusion, Figgis captures it perfectly with his rule that:  
 

“camera movement is simple. Always ask the question, why is the camera moving? And if   
   your answer is, ‘I don’t know’, then put it on a tripod. Just find the best place for it.  
   Where’s the best place? There is no rule. It’s a question of how good your eye is.”   

        (Figgis:2007.85) 
 
Finally these thoughts are a true decedent of American Documentary filmmakers who believed that 
re-creating or staging is not a true representation and they believed in the idea of ‘direct cinema’. 
They also considered “that truth could only be represented via the literal unfolding of events, 
captured as if the camera and crew were not present.” 
 
WHAT ARE THE IMPLICATIONS OF SOUND ON A VIDEO PROJECT? 
 
CAN SOUND ADD OR DIMINISH A PIECE? 
 
I made the decision early-on in the project that I would incorporate sound into the piece. I made this 
decision based on many factors such as my fascination with the use of sound in films and on records 
to create atmosphere and mood. I always believed that the sound should be natural to the 
environment where I was filming. Although briefly I felt an ethereal score in the style of Kevin 
Shield’s work in ‘Lost In Translation’ (Sofia Coppola 2001) or the artist Mazzy Star could bring 
something to the piece. I had a discussion with the guitarist Michael McCabe from 
Coldharbourstores to construct a piece of music that captures the mood and atmosphere of the time 
period. I tried the Kevin Shield track ‘Are You Awake’ as a test but decided this manufacturing of the 
mood moved away from what I was trying to produce. 
 
The earliest artworks and photographs were often displayed in museums or galleries where quiet 
and solitude are expected. This conventional type of environment allows the viewer to witness the 
work and to quietly contemplate it. It’s at this point you could argue that a viewer of the object, 
artwork was probably creating a narrative for the work, of course, this narrative could very well 
include the imagining of sound in their thoughts to encapsulate the ideas on display.  
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The advent of cinema initially came without sound and the mere replication of moving life on screen 
was probably enough. Although the recording and storing of sound was the major technical problem 
at this time, the makers still considered sound important. This is apparent with piano and organ 
players accompanying the films to add emotion to these images. Although dialogue was not spoken 
the importance was apparent through the title-cards which suggested sound was needed. 
 
In ‘Ways of Seeing’ it suggests that “We only look see what we look at. To look is an act of 
choice.”(Berger:1990.6) However, we hear everything sometimes clearly, sometimes muffled but 
this sense can be as important as the visual. If we watch a horror movie and look away from the 
gruesome murder scene our brain can still create an image for us through the use of music and the 
blood-curdling sound effects. Therefore sound can be as dominant as the visual and the importance 
of sound is ever more noticeable with the advent of surround sound. The idea being an environment 
can be created around you replicating life further with sound coming from various angles. Although 
an example from British Independent Narrative Cinema the Neil Marshall movie ‘The Descent’(Neil 
Marshall 2005) uses this idea to great effect, when Sarah the films main character is hidden in the 
darkened cave, we see nothing but total blackness like the character but sound comes from all 
surrounding five speakers making it scary and creepy. The sound breaks the silence and enhances 
the black screen by allowing the viewer to create an idea of what the character is likely to witness. 
This again was constructed and fell into the narrative formulation of audience expectations and I am 
producing an experimental film that should be as ‘pure’ as possible and there is enough in the way of 
unexpected sound to break the silences in the films I have constructed. 
 
The use of sound is divided between artists who produce video installations. It should be pointed out 
that sound is only used if it will enhance the particular piece. I feel that sound was important to add 
the atmosphere and to punctuate the eerie silences with loud sounds. 
 
Anri Sala in ‘Mixed Behaviour’ (Anri Sala 2003) as the title suggests used a DJ to mix a live soundtrack 
for a video piece. The DJ hidden under tarpaulin mixed beats, scratched tunes to create the 
soundtrack for the city’s firework display. The dark screen lit by the streaking of fireworks and 
explosions that were interpreted by the DJ set. He creates the soundscape by having our normal 
ideas of fireworks repositioned through the music. 
 
Sala uses the idea of sound to enhance his work in other pieces also. In  ‘Ghostgames’(Anri Sala 
2002) where two protagonists play a game called ‘ghost crabs’. The film shot totally in the dark 
except for the flashing torch light in the game is accompanied by just the shout of goal and the 
waves. This of course could replicate the sound of a football match. The crabs do become tired and 
irritated by the game so the calming effect of the waves could be a paradox. 
 
I have recorded all of my films in the dark with either artifical street light or the arrival of day break. 
The use of sound from ‘Ghost Games’ (Anri Sala 2002) inspired my choice of using the sea has a 
location (see Screen 2 and Screen 5). The sound of the crashing waves on a beach mixed with the 
wind blowing through the microphone really capturing the coldness and harshness of the time and 
space.  
 
Where Sala used sound to advance his films the director of ‘Hotel Monteray’ (Chantal Ackerman 
1972) used no sound in her sixty minute exploration of the hotel. The lack of sound does give an 
eerie and ghostly feeling to the environment. What the viewer does find is they create their own 
soundtrack for the piece from prior knowledge and experiences. The lack of sound making the piece 
transcendental and mesmerising, the hotel is for vagrants and the homeless so no sound reflects the 
fact it is not a happy, loud or busy place.  
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I recorded sound on all the films except for the clock in the introduction to the installation because I 
wanted to remove the predictability of a clock ticking and the silence put the viewer into the right 
mood to experience the films that were about to follow. The sound for each of the screens tries to 
encapsulate the mood and atmosphere of each collection of films. In screen one the sound is very 
quiet and captures the natural sound of the rural reservoir setting with the sound of ducks, fish 
jumping, movement of water and the occasional sound of wind across the camera microphone. This 
set-up the installation by showing the rural calmness of the location, but this then changes into 
screen two with the triptych of the seaside. 
 
The films in the UK become busier and louder as they start to introduce more screens and urban 
environments. The quiet solitude of morning broken by the sound of cars, people and other man-
made sounds that is associated with an urban location.  
 
The sound in screen five of the UK does have a rhythmic quality with the sound of the windscreen 
wiper which adds to the overall sound. Each of the film screens contain the sound ultimately within 
the spaces but they also merge together often directing the viewer back to or moving them forward 
to another screen and film of interest. 
 
The final screen based in the USA/Mexico starts quietly just like the corresponding time period, but 
short films are introduced throughout. The thunderstorm, middle-top centre in screen six, 
combining with the other films to show the loud and dynamic feel of these locations.  Where the 
windscreen wiper is used for rhythmic effect in screen five, the Mexican Band clapping and shouting 
add the same effect in screen six and the coffee machine gurgling in screen three does something 
similar.  
 
The advent of digital video has certainly made the inclusion of sound technology easier. Sala only 
realised after recording his film ’Intervista’(Anri Sala 1998) to videotape that its lack of soundtrack 
hindered his intention. 
 
The sound of a piece can explain much more about the installation if it is used to enhance the 
installation space and the work included within. I have decided to use the soundtracks from the 
majority of my individual films to create a cacophony of sound. The sound will be used to create the 
atmosphere of my time period. By running the soundtracks overlaid with each other, it will in part 
create mystery, eeriness and create an anxiety within the viewer by sudden jolts to the continuous 
soundtrack. Christoph Brech did this with ‘Break’(Christoph Brech 2008). The film runs quietly with 
just the natural sound of the environment which was the ocean. Then through the fog and mist 
suddenly the silence is broken when the ocean’s ice is torn up by a huge tanker blowing his foghorn 
and breaking the ice. The calmness is broken and the viewer’s safety destroyed.  
 
Smadar Dreyfus in ‘Lifeguards’ (Smadar Dreyfus 2005) uses a combination of sound and silence to 
enhance her film. Where Brech uses sound quietly and naturally only breaking it suddenly with a 
loud intrusion and almost scaring the audience for a brief moment. Dreyfus actually uses a similar 
technique but with absolutely no sound and then breaks it abruptly. The USA/Mexico screen uses 
the Mexican Band’s shouts and claps to increase the dramatic sound. 
 
 ‘Lifeguards’ (Smadar Dreyfus 2005)is a two screen installation that shows women and children 
playing on a beach in Tel Aviv. The shot is one far off framed piece that holds the viewers attention. 
The piece is in total silence allowing the viewer to imagine the sound and also to understand the 
beauty of the moment they are experiencing. This silence however is broken dramatically when 
rapid shouts of commands from the lifeguards interrupts the solitude. Along with the rapid shouts 
on the soundtracks, subtitles appear on the screen. 
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The overall effect of the piece allows for the:  
 

“controlled sensory switches, between spoken and written word, light and darkness, 
sound and silence, to intensify the experience of each sensation, drawing out their specific 
psychological effects while fragmenting the scene.”( Mende, D. Smadar Dreyfuss, Frieze 
Magazine,March, p168) 

 
One of the entrants for the Turner Prize in 2008, Runa Islam used film for her exhibitions. The film 
‘Be The First To See What You See As You See It’ (Runa Islan 2004) from 2004 looked at how Islam 
inspected in total silence the pieces of a china set. Almost inspecting them in a trance and lost in the 
moment, the inspection leads to a playing with them. This child-like playing then results in her 
smashing the pieces of china on to the floor after pushing them off the plinths. The whole piece is in 
total silence as we watch with anticipation to what will occur and then the mood of inspection and 
watching is broken abruptly by the crashing china instilling an anxiety in the viewer.  
 
Both Islam and Dreyfus have used sound to effectively unstable the viewer. The pieces both creating 
an atmosphere of tranquillity that is broken dramatically by an event. 
 
 
WHAT ARE THE IMPLICATIONS OF EDITING FILM AS OPPOSED TO USING LONG TAKES? 
 
My 4am United Kingdom films subscribe to Bergson’s view by allowing the viewer to experience the 
4am hour. The films as Bergson suggests are captured in one long take with no manipulation of time. 
The shots capture the action in succession as he suggests. The fact that edits often allude to time 
manipulation and the construction of meaning suggests the long take is a more natural way of 
recording time. 
 
The Lumiere Brothers exhibited their first film in 1895 and this lasted for just one minute showing 
the workers leaving the Lumiere Factory. The film was one long continuous shot which showed the 
duration it took for the workers to leave via the gate. 
 
According to Barry Salt  
 

“The first film to consist of more than one scene was ‘Come Along Do!’ in 1898. It took  
  three years before cinematographers and filmmakers, had to deal with the meaning of an   
  edit.” (Lacey:2004.31) 

 
Henri Bergson has  
 

“criticised cinema for falsely eliding the passage of time, his vividly cinematic metaphors    
  echo and despite modernism’s attitude to the visual image.” (Rees:1991.150) 

 
Bergson also believes  

“That experienced time is pure duration, not a succession of moments but a flow of  
   invisible continuity. This flow is in fact characteristic of all experience, which is an organic  
   stream.”  (Rees:1991.150) 

 
Michael O’Pray suggests that there are in fact three forms of one time. Pray suggests they are 
Illusionistic time, time made to seem what it is not Eisenstein time, before that comes Newtonian 
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time which he believes is “the time present as it is for the filmmaker at the time of shooting.” 
(O’Pray:2003.126)He goes on to argue the third type is relativistic time. Pray believes “There is no 
absolute value other than that of interaction of film moment and viewer.” (Rees:1991.150) He 
takes this farther by suggesting:  
 

“The notion of real-time on its own fails to take account precisely of this relativistic nature   
  of time, the absence of some universal clock, though for a lack of a more precise   
  definition of real-time.” (Rees:1991.151) 

 
During the movie ‘Timecode’ (Mike Figgis 2000), Mike Figgis’ explored this concept of four ‘one  
time‘ continuous shots which although evident through a narrative cinema was still not mainstream. 
Timothy Corrigan explains 63.  

 

“Timecode is an experiment in filmic duration, a term that denotes the temporal relation   
  of shots and scenes to the amount of time that passes in the story. In ‘Timecode’ the  
 story time is identical to the screen-time whereas in most narrative films the story time is 
radically condensed and temporal relations constructed through editing are complexly 
related to the temporary of the films story.” (Corrigan et al:2004.135) 

 
This idea of capturing real-time as screen time is not a new concept in cinema, either mainstream or 
avant-garde. However, the concepts are examined further in avant-garde cinema. Parker Tyler 
suggests Warhol who spent several years and films experimenting with the recording of time 
believed:  

 
“Pride and distinction has been the projection of solid time on the screen, where not only  
   in clock-time uninterrupted in form, but the takes themselves are (as far as possible)  
   made without interruption.” (Tyler:1995.89) 

 
The only real significance between Figgis’ and Warhol’s ideas then are one is heavily constructed 
narrative cinema with a story to tell where Warhol is capturing a ‘reality’. Al Rees states  
 

“For the most part they (avant-garde) avoid script and dialogue, or approach film and  
   video from an angle which emphasises vision over text and dialogue.” (Rees:1991.3) 

 
The idea of film capturing time is the closest to capturing reality, so a continuous shot, not an edited 
one seems most logical. Kracauer states:  
 

“The film represents reality as it evolves in time and this temporal dimension is   
  indistinguishable from the films ability to capture movement.” (Green et al:2006.12) 

 
It could be argued the way film captures reality in long takes is as realistic as possible, a theory Bazin 
was a supporter of. Kraucer gave the term ‘the flow of life’ and believed it “encompassed the flux of 
reality and its appearance on the screen.” (Green et al:2006.12) Bazin argues that film unlike 
photography “is no longer content to preserve the object.”(Green et al:2006.12) He feels film can 
make the subject more immediate and it feels ‘real’ and this unlike photography where it simply 
suggests it ‘was there’. 
 
Dave Green suggests:  
 

“The film overcomes the limitation and presents us with an impression of reality  
   which is much more ‘vivid.” (Green et al:2006.12) 
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The movie spectator is absorbed, not only by ‘has been there’ but by the sense ‘there it is’. 
 
It is an argument that Green continues by: 
 

“Presenting us with successive images of objects existing without space, movement lends  
  then a greater sense of corporeality.” (Green et al:2006.12) 

 
Green furthers this argument on the assumption of film by stating “The spectator always sees 
movement as being present” (Green et al:2006.13) this contrasts with the idea of photography that 
can suggest only what was there. 
 
In still photography movement is captured in a fraction of a second, therefore suspending time but 
as suggested film can capture movement. If the film shot is recorded according to the website film 
encyclopedia:  
 
 

“For unusually long periods of time can not only serve as an alternative to editing, but can    
  also punctuate changes in narrative action within the shot.” (www.filmencyclopedia.com)  

 
I wanted to take the aspects of photography in terms of composing interesting shots and instead of 
capturing that fraction of a second, capture the whole hour. These long static shots capturing all of 
the action that unfolds at its own speed. 
 
Bazin goes on to suggest:  
 

“Long takes….had the potential to record the reality of the world in front of the camera 
more accurately than sequences constructed through the editing.” (Green et al:2006.14) 

 
This is demonstrated in many of the films I have produced where instead of editing the long shots I 
have captured the narrative unfolding. The shot in screen 5 where it starts as a street lit road that 
with the coming of the rain blurs, leaving a streaky wet windscreen and wet street. No editing was 
needed to capture this effect and arguably had editing taken place the abstracted views that were 
created through the metamorphism would have been lost. 
 
Christoph Brech is one of many avant-garde artists who through his videos has;  
 

“Characterized by the severity and clarity of their conception the linearity of their  
   execution and the simplicity of the media employed.” (Soret:2009.40) 

 
I was drawn to the idea of using DVD tapes to their fullest to capture the full 60 minutes of footage. 
All of my films have this linearity, always going forward and never flashing forward or backwards.  
 
He uses a wide range of ideas such as:  
 

“Everyday objects and impressions and the static and quietly observing focus of the 
camera are typical features of his work.” (Soret:2009.40) 
 
I tried to adapt these ideas through some of the films that I recorded such as the gas flame, coffee 
machine and the car wash. 
 

http://www.filmencyclopedia.com/
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What he effectively does through these long takes is to allow the viewer to ‘stare’ or observe the 
situation without distracting them with editing or guiding them to certain things. The long takes 
allow the scene to develop:  
 

“The quality of slowness that this creates…(these)…ordinary occurrences transformed into  
   significant moments.” (Green et al:2006.14) 

 
The result I feel is a beauty that we never ’see’ unless we really ‘look’ at something. This is really one 
of the reasons for the selection of some of the locations I filmed. It makes the viewer become 
absorbed and they are waiting for something they are never sure is coming, or for what is coming, if 
anything.  
 
The idea is even very ordinary, mundane things can have a huge element of interest if you spend 
enough time looking at them. Brech actually captures in their ‘own-time’ and not creating a time for 
them. The result, and one I hope to succeed in gaining is allowing as Bazin suggests a way to let  
 

“The viewer (to be) subjected to a slower rhythm (unlike most films), creating almost    
   meditative moods.” (Soret:2009.35) 

 
I think this is certainly the case with screen one, at the reservoir. The slow rural aspects captured 
with a mellow rural soundtrack allowing the viewer to become lost within it. The moods created by 
the stillness in some images allow the viewer to be mesmerised in their beauty of doing very little 
but the reward for the viewer seeing something that had they not spent the time looking at they 
would have failed to see. A prime example of this is in Screen Three where at 4.19 on one of the 
screens a cat runs across the snowy road, it is the only thing of movement in that screen for the 
whole hour, some viewers will never capture this moment. 
 
Brech’s films deal with duration and the long shots that create the time. The long shots being as 
close to experiencing the real situations. These long shots that have this duration Green examines. 
He believes:  
 

“Each time we find ourselves confronted with duration, or in a duration we may conclude  
  that there exists somewhere a whole which is changing.” (Green et al:2006.14) 

 
My film(s) changes throughout the duration and dramatically in many cases. He also outlines that 
through this duration the idea of causality may not be so obvious but even in long takes it is 
apparent. He suggests “That it is sometimes hidden and not immediately apparent.” (Green et 
al:2006.14) Bazin through his ideas of the long shot suggests: 
 

“That long takes and a static camera are putting us in touch with reality and inviting us to  
notice details that we usually overlook in everyday life.” (Green et al:2006.14)   

 
On the New York Times website, Dan Simmons suggested that not looking for a fixed time is:  

 
“Unintentional blindness is a failure to notice something that’s fully visible and right there 
in front of you in a single frame.”  

 
These single frames that observe what occurs in front of the camera allow for the scrutiny of the 
space and the time. Bazin’s idea of long takes was of course taken to its fullest ideal by Warhol’s 
‘Empire’ (Andy Warhol 1964).  
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‘Empire’(Andy Warhol 1964) is famous for its Bazinian shots. According to the website MOMA.org:  
 

“The obsessive repetition of the same image triggers our focus on the act of looking, on 
the value of the frame and most of all on the film duration.”  (www.moma.org) 

 
The site goes on to discuss Warhol’s intentions further “To explore perception, and establish a new 
sense of cinematic time.” (www.moma.org) The ideas are founded through  
 

“Disengagement, lack of editing and lengthy non-events, these films were intended to be 
part of a larger environment.” (www.moma.org)  

 
The only drawback of this real-time is pointed out by Mark Weber  
 

“Film takes time. To see, or to get some sense of, the work on display the visitor had to 
commit to several minutes to discover how each piece developed.” (www.moma.org) 

 
It is therefore likely that one of the main reasons for editing is down to this time frame and the 
viewer’s availability for such periods. There are some contexts that need editing to help create the 
films feeling, such examples would include heavily edited Hollywood action sequences in films such 
as the ‘Bourne Supremacy’(Paul Greengrass, 2004). 
 
During the 1950s Pablo Ferro started the idea of fast-editing which at the time was a complete 
contrast to the Hollywood Studio System. According to www.typotheque.com  
 

“Ferro introduced the kinetic quick cut method of editing whereby static images were 
infused with speed, motion and sound.” (www.typotheque.com) 

 
This style of editing was used through TV commercials and Kubrick employed him on ‘Dr 
Strangelove’(Stanley Kubrick 1964). In the same article it mentioned;  
 

“Dr Strangelove employed his quick technique-using as many as 125 separate images in  
       a minute.” (www.typotheque.com) 

 
This style of editing became the norm in 1960s Counter Culture Cinema. The beauty directors liked 
about it was the speed. Norman Jewison employed the technique in ‘The Thomas Crown Affair’ 
(Norman Jewison 1968), the result was a film containing all the information but in less screen time. 
The ‘Polo Sequence’ : 
 

“Was reduced from twenty or thirty simultaneous frames reducing the time from six 
minutes to around 40 seconds.” (www.typotheque.com) 

 
This technique became more popular and his quick cut method helped to compress time and in 
some cases enhance plot lines. 
 
So, once where long takes without editing or maybe even without camera movement recorded the 
scenes in one take the industry moved through slow editing to this new quick fast editing. The result 
being the compressing of time and making the sequences much faster.  
 
It could almost be argued that editing resembles society at a particular point and how people live in 
society. The fast editing of today resembles the quick consumption and the immediate want of 
things today resulting in instant gratification. 

http://www.moma.org/
http://www.moma.org/
http://www.moma.org/
http://www.typotheque.com/
http://www.typotheque.com/
http://www.typotheque.com/
http://www.typotheque.com/
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Arguably some things need fast-editing and others need slow editing and long shots because they 
help to create a different mood, atmosphere and effect. David Lean used long shots slowly edited in 
‘Lawrence of Arabia’ (David Lean 1962) when Omar Sharif’s character appears for the first time on a 
camel. The shot shows distance, time of the travelling required by the editing which the viewer 
experiences through the slowness of the editing. The result for the viewer is the experience of the 
heat, the journey and the ability to gain the beauty but also the horror of this sandy desert. 
 
According to Parker by recording a long take “The film camera often means concentration on detail 
and selected angle.” (Parker, 1995.150)This idea of long shots where no editing takes place as pure 
cinema and an art form is confirmed by Gillian Wearing who through ‘Sixty Minute Silence’ (Gillian 
Wearing 1997) produced a piece of work with no editing. She says it is “The closest thing that you 
get to the old fashioned way of making art.” (Parker, 1995.150) I liked the idea of using old 
fashioned ways of making the films as I have been influenced by many examples of old cinema and 
experimental films. 
 
There are many aspects for the use of long shots and also of the edit. I decided that editing was not 
an option I would pursue because selecting the so called ‘best-bits’ would be hard to determine and 
I wanted to capture the stillness of the period. The editing although showing the viewer everything 
would be a series of small films edited together of incidents which was not the aim. I wanted the 
viewer to absorb themselves and really experience the aspects they choose to ‘look’ at again 
allowing far more viewer interactivity and selection than myself directing them. 
 

HOW DO PEOPLE READ MULTI-SCREEN INSTALLATIONS? 
 
At the start of my research I decided that I wanted to produce something that although not 
necessarily wholly original would still seem fresh and interesting to the viewers. I have always been 
intrigued by the idea of screen manipulation and its uses. There is research to follow of artists who 
have used a multi-screen format to produce video installations. Each one of the examples I have 
drawn from for my own work, in terms of the screen construction or in some cases the actual images 
captured. 
 
The most common practice to watch a film is on one screen with one image. This convention after all 
is how the first Lumiere Brothers film was shown, one film on one screen. This conventional way of 
watching films as been challenged in both the world of the avant-garde and occasionally in 
Mainstream Cinema. 
 
The idea of the screen being divided into certain sections is often referred to as split screen. The 
website Vimeo confirms that  
 

“Multi-screen means that more than one screen is involved and there’s different content 
shown on each screen.” (www.vimeo.com) 

 
The first record of using split screen was in 1903 by Edwin S Porter in the movie ‘Life of an American 
Fireman’ (Edwin S Porter 1903). 
 
The development of split-screen or multiple images on screen became most notable during the 
1960s. In 1964, Ray and Charles Eames produced a 17 screen film for IBM called ‘Think’ (Ray and 
Charles Eames 1964). In the same year Francis Thompson won the Best Oscar for ‘To Be Alive’ 
(Francis Thompson 1964) a short film. During that year the New York World Fair established the 
trend for multi-screen installations. 

http://www.vimeo.com/
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Pablo Ferro created in 1963, a multi screen film for Singer Sewing Machines. The film consisted of  
 

“Two projectors playing in sync with each film using twelve separate images creating a 
multi-screen effect- the first time this was accomplished with movie projectors.”   
                                                                                                                          (www.typotheque.com) 

 
Further research into many different films allowed me to explore other ideas on how multi-screens 
are viewed. The idea of multi-screen work was introduced to the mainstream with the likes of John 
Frankenheimer’s ‘Grand Prix’ (John Frankenheimer 1966) and Richard Fleischer’s ‘The Boston 
Strangler’ (Richard Fleischer 1968). The success of Grand Prix’(John Frankenheimer  1966) and early 
avant-garde films saw ‘Expo 67’ dominated by such works. The Frankenheimer movie ‘Grand Prix’ 
(John Frankenheimer 1966) also gave me the idea of using several smaller shots to make an on 
screen mosaic of the work. I rejected the idea because I felt that the screens would be too confusing 
with too much information being shared with the viewer at one time and the distraction could cause 
a disinterest in the piece because they would not know where to look at any one time. The mosaic in 
the film used the same shot and I felt that this was unnecessary for my work. 
 
During this innovative period Time Magazine(1967) stated the use of multi-screen films were 
displaying a stunning visual quality and cinema had started to push its boundaries by increasing the 
possible experience an audience could discover.  
 
One of the main ideas for using multi-screens is to display as much information to the viewer as 
possible. The more information provided the better the viewers understanding can be. It is a way of 
including everything within the time constraints. Hal Ashby said “Don’t cut it out, cut it up” 
(www.typotheque.com) and this is where Ferro went with editing in the 1960s with films such as 
‘The Thomas Crown Affair’ (Norman Jewison 1968). 
 
This advantage of including more visual information through the use of multi-screen formats can 
help develop ideas and themes to the audience quickly, Doreen Mende explains:  
 

“Film takes time. To see, or to get some sense of the work on display, the visitor (as) to  
  commit several minutes to discover how each piece develops.” (Rush:2005.95) 

 
I agree with Mende that the one problem with the film is unlike other art disciplines it takes the 
running time to view it all. The viewer needs to be ready to invest their time into it. I wanted to 
demonstrate the time period as effectively as possible and also for the screens to impart as much 
information as possible. The multi-screen format allowed me to achieve this aim and the audience 
experience more in the time they have to give. Therefore, the multiple images allows for a greater 
and quicker understanding. 
 
There are several examples of artists who have progressed from one screen to several screens such 
as dual screen with Bill Viola’s 1968 ‘Solipsismas’ (Bill Viola 1968) and ‘Silent Life’ (Bill Viola 1979). 
Michael Rush commented on Douglas Gordon‘s work by stating he  
 

“Uses a two screen or split screen mode of presentation that allows for multiple 
perspectives, both psychologically and visually for the viewer.” (Rush:2005.66) 

 
Rees states there are several other artists who have used the dual split-screen format to effect. The 
film ‘River Yar’ (Chris Welsby 1972) is a two screen study of ‘water, light and colour’. The example 

http://www.typotheque.com/
http://www.typotheque.com/
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Rees gives shows that more information can be obtained and also comparisons made between the 
subject matter in this case the river. 
 
Malcolm Le Grice who was one of the forerunners of the split-screen concept has produced many 
examples. His films ‘Berlin Horse’ (Malcolm LeGrice 1970) consists of two versions of the same film, 
one in colour and the other in black & white. He stated colour transformations for the viewer can be 
stressed. The concept behind the projection of the two images being:  
 

“projected side by side on the screen, the eye compares and combines the two images,    
   and the mind interprets them freshly, greater in their two parts.” (Rush:2005.67)  

 
The screening of such films running side by side and in different formats to the usual, Stanton 
suggests stretches the  
 

“viewers visual imagination and made them participate in the visual experience rather 
than just absorb it.” (Rush:2005.95) 

 
I decided early on through my research that the films should be projected and move away from the 
ideas of television. Through the projected images in each of the cubicles I would allow the films to fit 
into the structure. The structure allowed for the screens to be divided and each area built-up the 
screens, each time allowing the viewer to re-evaluate themselves in the piece, with the introduction 
of the new films. The viewers of the installation with the multi-screens made the viewers experience 
the piece and become involved rather than passively watching it. The screens with all the different 
films allowed the viewer to construct their own viewing, they could be drawn to films where noise 
was loud, colour was bright, plenty of action took place or the stillness and the beauty attracted 
them. The multi-screen helped the audience to interact with the piece and gain their own 
experiences. 
 
In the film ‘Wipe Cycle’ (Gillette and Schneider 1969), Gillette and Schneider also wanted to make a 
break from normal viewing habits. They constructed a piece of nine images on one screen. Rush 
states:  
 

“They wanted to make a break with television by subverting the usual single viewing 
screen with the use of multiple screens.” (Rush:2005.95) 

 
The concept of looking and observing in different ways and how the artist forces the viewer to 
examine the films and even their own thoughts is integral to the pieces constructed. Wearing 
suggests in an interview with DeSalvo that:  
 

“Art allows you to fit something into a structure that’s your own and not someone else’s.  
  You have no one telling you what you can and can’t do, so you can be open.”   

(DeSalvo:1999.56) 
 
The structure she refers to can be however, the artists want you to experience something. She goes 
on to say “How Turner’s paintings made people look at the sky in a different way.” 
(DeSalvo:1999.56) It can be argued that multi-screen installations encourage the viewer to look at 
things in a different way especially by taking on board all of the information that is on offer. 
 
Carroll et al suggest that this form of looking can take on a new form and of course with more than 

one image the “affect is the glue that holds the audience’s attention to the screen on a moment to 

moment basis.” (Carroll et al:2003.169) 
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 This suggests that each time something happens the audience becomes more interested and breaks 
maybe from just watching to actually watching, so the use of multi-screen invites the audience to 
watch more closely and intently on each of the screens in turn because there is more to understand 
and watch. 
 
Deluze confirms this visual idea by stating:  
 

“When taken in itself a  movement-image, it has its own set of connective powers being  
  able to dissolve movement by connecting with the whole it expresses.”   

(Mullarkey:2009.79) 
 
It could be argued that Deluze finds the idea of multi-screen installations beneficial to help create 
meaning and understanding, whilst making audiences consider content. He believes there can be no 
commercial art cinema, he feels:  

 
“Art cinema is unique in its power to make us think. And the power invested in artwork is   
   put there by the author, the director.” (Mullarkey:2009.79) 

 
This use of multi-screen captures time at different intervals or in different angles and this can help to 
give information to the viewer. In ‘Mutations II’ it is highlighted that  
 

“Time as Bergson contended, is experienced differently by different people in different  
   places, and even experienced by the same person in the different stages of their life.”  
                    (Soret:2009.3) 

 
The visual presentation is taken further with several screen installations varying from the single 
screen to the triptych all the way up to a 40 screen installation by Turkish filmmaker Kutlag Ataman. 
There are those that would argue one screen is enough and according to Sam Taylor Wood: 
 

“Whatever the stance or mood, the viewpoint is always singularly objective, establishing  
  an uncomfortable distance by the cameras relentless gaze.” (O’Pray:2003.120) 

 
However, we have seen that multi-screen works can also achieve much through the combination of 
films that help to enhance viewpoints and ideas. The triptych is not a new convention and as been 
used successfully in painting and photography for many years. Bill Viola with his installation ‘Slowly 
Turning Narrative’ used the triptych to show the comparison between life and death across the 
three images, death, birth and life. 
 
The idea of moving away from one screen work to the multi-screen format during the 1960s/1970s 
was an experiment that video artists wanted to explore. Some wanted to expand vision beyond the 
single image.  
 

“Artists such as Le Grice, Welsby, Raban, Jeff Keen and Stan Van Der Beek’s multi-screen  
  films are part of this celebratory wave.” (Rees:1991.123) 

 
These artists: 
 

“Had down played the elements of grand myth in this form of visionary cinema; but  
  reworked the idea to focus on perception, landscape and duration” (Rees:1991.123) 
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through their work. There films were of course in direct contrast to Michael Snow’s ‘Wavelength’( 
Michael Snow 1967), ‘La Region Centrale’ (Michael Snow 1971) and Brakhages ‘Act of Vision’ (Stan 
Brakhage 1978) whose single shot films “dealt with unpacking space and not time.” 
(Rees:1991.123) This is an excellent point made by Rees and how multi-screen films deal with the 
examination of time. I have allowed my multi-screen to examine the same time throughout to give a 
detailed look at what happens between 4-5am. 
 
Raban used the multi-screen format in the 1970s “To record changes in landscape and to document 
the passage of time.” (Rees:1991.123)The idea of multi-screen installations examining time and 
changes is evident in Raban’s work, Rees goes on to say “Raban saw film not a narrative medium 
but one which extended ‘process’ and ‘systems’.” (Rees:1991.123) Therefore several screens could 
lend themselves to examine many ideas but have no distinct narrative but a combination of things to 
create meaning. 
 
I have based my work around urban and rural landscapes like Raban. Rees states:  
 

“Raban’s main subject, is the English realist traditions, with an eye for detail and place   
  seeped into this advanced outpost of conceptual art.” (Rees:1991.123)   

 
Raban produced his most notable triptych with the Thames Barrier. He used a multi-screen film “To 
investigate natural light and movement.” (Rees:1991.123) 
 
Sally Potter produced ‘Combines’ (Sally Potter 1972) which was a multi-screen piece. She stated:  
 

“Working with one, two and three images, with sound silence, in colour and in black &  
   white” (Tyler:1995:69) 

 
helped her to examine spaces and time across the images. 
 
Abel Gance used the triptych idea in ‘Napoleon’ Abel Gance 1927) to show a panoramic vision. He 
shows “Napoleon surveying his troops from a cliff from one side.” (Tyler:1995:69) The triptych 
shows soldiers march from either side to the centre showing a space that they are intending to have 
a battle on. 
 
The Finnish filmmaker Eijar Lissa Ahtila certainly likes the idea of breaking with stereotype and 
producing multi-screen films instead of single screen films. Ahtila stated it becomes “Quite different 
from the usual movie experience.” (Tyler:1995:69). She’s interested in “People who see things and 
hear things that are extra to everyday life.” (Tyler:1995:69)She likes how film across multi-screen 
formats can allow the viewer to examine several areas of films in detail. Ahtila goes on to suggest a 
good reason for multi-screen installations is “To let the story be told a b bit differently and let it 
play over several screens.” (Tyler:1995:69) 
 
The use of three screens was also used effectively in Art Kane’s ‘A Time to Play’ (Art Kane 1967). 
“The twenty-minute film was shown on three screens set by side.” (Tyler:1995:69) The film 
resolves around a children’s game of hide and seek.  
 

“The seeker was on one screen, a child hiding on another. And sometimes he sometimes  
   he merged all three screens into one as in the game.” (Tyler:1995:69) 

 
I adopted the idea of the triptych for the second screen and I decided that it should be a location 
that is visually interesting and something an audience can relate too. I opted for a beach sequence, 
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filming from three angles, the bird’s eye view for the centre which overlooks the area and the other 
two films shot left and right to form the whole. Although nothing crosses from screen to screen the 
cloud formations are seen from different angles. The three screens demonstrated the differences in 
one location from different angles at the same time period, and the representation is different 
determined by where you are located. 
 
The use of multi-screen set-up as we have mentioned can demonstrate time more realistically. 
Parker Tyler says “The film camera often means concentration on detail and selected angle.” 
(Tyler:1995:69) Therefore, more than one screen can give us more detail of the event. Warhol 
according to Tyler has had “Pride and distinction….of solid time on the screen.” (Tyler:1995:69) I 
adopted this idea across all the screens in the installation. 
 
He rejected film vocabulary such as editing and would sooner use split screens to demonstrate time 
and space. This was evident in ‘Chelsea Girls’ (Andy Warhol 1966), he ran on a divided screen, Rees 
explains: 
 

“The two films show the simultaneous actions in time although in different spaces. The  
  space demonstrated by the two reels of the film operating side by side.”(Rees:1991.100)  

 
In the late 1960s Bruce Nauman produced the 4 screen ‘Clown Torture’(Bruce Nauman 1968) and 
before him in 1968, Frank Gillette made ‘Keep’ (Frank Gillette 1968), Rush states that Gillette’s 
intention:  
 

“was not to make a sculptural statement, but to breakdown the single focus of a viewer.”  
(Rush:2003.115)  

 
What Figgis creates with ‘Timecode’(Mike Figgis 2000) is a multi-screen format of four images with  
continuous shots making up the screen. Corrigan et al points out it:  
 

“Does leave the viewer a choice of where to look and arguably with the sound being  
  manipulated so only certain screens can be heard at a certain point then we the audience  
  are guided towards one area more than another.” (Corrigan et al:2004.130) 

 
Where Figgis as created a narrative film using the basis of four films in a screen, I have aimed to take 
his ideas and mix them with artists such as Nauman et al to create a representation of 4-5am 
through my experimental films. Each of the screens increases the amount of content allowing for the 
gradual build-up of the timescale.  
 
Christopher Chapman used the multi-screen format by dividing his screen into 15 images. Although 
the film “Had no magnificent scenery, the visual experience was built up of several interesting 
images.” (Rush:2003.115)  
 
In 2004, Kutlug Ataman won the Carnegie Prize for ‘Kuba’ (Kutlug Ataman 2004)  a 40 channel 
installation of a poor enclave in Istanbul. There have been even bigger installations most notably 
‘The Creation of the World of Man’ (Kutlug Ataman 2004) used 112 screens. The sequences would 
see films start in a whole and then break into smaller images and then return to the bigger picture. 
Stanton is quoted as saying he was “Mesmerized by the amount of images.” (Rush:2003.115)  
 
In conclusion to the use of multi-screen films it must be down to the ability to capture time and 
space in more than one place at one time. Multi-screen can allow us to see over a visual plain many 
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aspects of one area. Rush states we can “Keep track of multiple simultaneous elements.” 
(Rush:2003.115)  
 
The keeping track of these multiple elements is evident through the six screens and the 48 films 
allowing me to communicate with the viewer a representation of the 4-5am time period. 
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INSTALLATION  
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I have spent the past two years researching many aspects of video installations exploring the 
concept of space, narrative and sound. The research into these areas allowed me to produce a two 
week installation which centred on my initial idea of finding out what happens between 4-5am in the 
United Kingdom and how it contrasts with Mexico and America during what would be for them 7-
9pm depending on the time zone and season. 
 
The concept of any installation must allow the viewer to become encapsulated in the idea. An 
installation can vary from sculpture, the design of rooms or video installations. It is important to give 
the viewer a starting point and most installations contain an introduction to establish its parameters, 
however, through my research at different installations I realised that some viewers will not read the 
information or will return to it later. I thought that it was important to have something that visually 
demonstrated what the piece was about without you having to read anything. I achieved this by 
having at the opening of the installation a clock counting down the time from 4am to 5am. This is 
similar to Doug Aitken’s Electric Earth’(Doug Aitken 1999) where he uses a clock counting down to 
demonstrate the speed and change through the world, I have used the clock in a similar way to 
demonstrate the slowness of an hour. The idea being that the clock obviously showed a time and 
then on the discovery of the screens the individual could determine that it related to that particular 
time. From my observations through the two weeks I realised that this was more useful than I 
originally assumed it would be. 
 

              
                           Introduction Screen (as you walk in to the installation) 
 
The clock starts off out-of-focus and I manually pulled the focus to make it focused and into a 
readable image. I wanted to create the effect of someone waking up in the morning and trying to 
focus their eyes to see.  
 
The installation concept went through many guises during its production. I spent many months 
exploring, reading about and visiting video installations including work from Bruce Nauman in the 
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‘Exposed’ Exhibition at the Tate Modern. The work that I studied helped to enhance and develop my 
ideas in terms of style and content. I was particularly interested in the works by Chris Welsby who 
uses natural landscapes and weather through his work. The majority of films that feature in my 
installation are set in places where the rural landscape is important to the film and there is a 
variation in the weather throughout. The landscapes are determined by the weather they are 
captured in. The two films shot in Cockernhoe (screen 5) where the rain helps to morph the images 
through the windscreen making abstract shots adds to the eeriness of the film. The landscape is 
developed through a mix of normal and abstract images showing a beauty that develops through the 
hour. Welsby like many of the video artists I studied produces shorter films to demonstrate their 
ideas. The idea really capturing more that moment and event instead of the time it occurred. The 
time is an area that I will return to later but that was developed through the study of certain ideas 
and pre-existing installations.  
 
The rural landscape features in screen one, the reservoir deals with light and change in a different 
way to the screen two. The reservoir shot starts with a barely visible background shot that seems all 
morphed into one but as the morning starts to break the surrounding aspects of the reservoir 
become more focused and defined. The film captures the changing elements of this Summer 
morning from a light blue to a bright orange in the space of an hour. The water is reflecting the sky 
and the cloud movements within the scene and demonstrating the change in the weather from 
calmness to a slight wind. Welsby’s work which I discussed earlier gave me an idea into capturing the 
changes in seasons, sun, wind and the ebb of the tide. This is evident in this screen and I like him had 
no control over the elements and outcomes so nature took its course and the day progressed 
naturally in the film without any manipulation.  
 

 
                 Screen One 
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The sound in screen one sets a different tone than in the triptych because of the subject matter and 
also there is also just one image. The sound captures the quiet and stillness of the countryside early 
in the morning. The water occasionally makes sounds from gentle wind blowing along the top or 
wildlife splashing around, such as the fish at 8minutes 20seconds. The waking of the morning is 
demonstrated further by the bleating of sheep after ten minutes. This occurs off-screen and adds to 
the concept of life beyond the edge of the frame. The majority of viewers will imagine what is 
occurring off-screen and the fact different things enter and leave suggest this space exists. 
 
The weather and landscape is explored through screen two at Rhossili Beach in Swansea and is a 
direct result of my examination of Welsby’s landscape films. I used three cameras to capture the 
time period from different angles and each one resulting in a different overall ‘feel’. The first angle 
shoots through a nettle with the Worm’s Head feature in the background which is unusual because 
the Head is normally a feature but this time it blends into the background. The use of the nettle 
shows an unusual viewpoint which references the work that Berenice Abbott produced through her 
New York Series in the 1940s. The nettle shows the atmosphere clearly through its continuous 
movement by the wind. This continuous shot allows us to never move from this unusual view and to 
see the landscape develop around the object as the sun effectively rises. The second shot in the 
triptych is a bird’s eye view from above and where the sea cuts the first shot in half this is cut in half 
by the grass in the foreground and the beach in the distance. This shot again captures the 
atmosphere from darkness into early morning and the grass is blowing in the wind. The third screen 
of the triptych is back down on the beach in the opposite direction to the first screen and is split this 
time using the rocks on the beach and the sea in the mid to background. All three screens capture 
the sky’s development from black to blue and the changing cloud formations encapsulating the 
atmosphere and mood of the captured period.  
 

 
                Screen Two 
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Just like Welsby through ‘Sky Light’ (Welsby 1981) what I have captured is by chance. Like a good 
deal of his work I have captured a change in time, weather and atmosphere. I have used the triptych 
to allow Welsby’s concepts to progress over the hour period. Each shot developing and showing a 
development in the landscape and the tide on its way out. His films allowed for the capturing of the 
landscape with the changes in light over a time period and as a result the atmosphere is captured. 
 
The atmosphere is enhanced through the use of sound, where Chantel Ackerman uses no sound in 
‘Hotel Monterrey’ (Ackerman 1972) to add a dimension and Anri Sala through ‘Mixed Behaviour’ 
(Anri Sala 2003) used the DJ sounds to add sound, I wanted it to be more similar to Christopher 
Brech and use natural sounds. The natural sound through the triptych is overlaid by playing all three 
films simultaneously each with crashing waves, loud winds and at one point the sound of two 
fisherman talking as they walk past. The emptiness of the beach is captured through the howling 
wind echoing with the crashing of the waves. 
 
It was important to capture the essence of the time period and I felt that more than one film was 
required because you cannot really capture the atmosphere and all the aspects of what occurs in 
one image. I therefore started to increase the films in the screens from what could be considered 
normal one screen films and triptychs to five, seven and nine to help demonstrate what I was trying 
to capture. I also felt the need and want to produce something different and Mike Figgis had already 
produced films with four screens running simultaneously through ‘The Terrace Rooms’ (Mike Figgis 
2008) and ‘Timecode’(Mike Figgis 2000). I therefore wanted to move forward with the idea of 
multiple images in a screen, almost like a David Hockney photomontage but through film and not of 
the same object but different.   
 
I feel that I wanted to explore some areas that have been explored previously by other artists but by 
bringing different expressions, different places and using some old techniques and ideas of screen 
construction in a different way to produce work that showed my interpretation of the ideas, I 
wanted to produce original films and present them differently with no manipulation.  
  

 
                                                                                                                                      Screen Three 
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So, the third screen features five films and I wanted to move from the rural aspects of the first two 
screens to a more urban feel but felt that a sudden jump from one to the other could be jarring. I 
therefore decided to have a screen that transcends the rural to the urban environments. The screen 
features a coffee jug in the centre, the moon moving across the sky, through a window with 
Christmas decorations, a quiet street and the bus shelter on a busy road.  
 
The images allow the viewer to move with a sense of progression to this screen because it is a cross 
between the quiet screens previously and the busier screens that are to follow. The images are 
important because they capture early morning activities such as the moon setting, the morning 
starting with coffee, the cars of people going to work and the bus shelter awaiting the first journey. 
 
The sound mix on this again like Brech uses natural sound and where on the previous screens the 
natural sound is quiet this is more urgent and quiet spells like his ‘Break’ are punctuated with loud 
sounds to jolt the viewer. The sounds start quietly with the pitter patter of the coffee jug filing and 
this gives a rhythmic feel to the screen and space which is then suddenly interrupted by the fast cars 
speeding past the bus stop. This automatically drawing the viewer away from the quieter aspects to 
see what is happening somewhere else. The other screens are really quiet because either very little 
happens or they were filmed looking outside and not physically being outside. The idea of filming a 
location where the cars would have that sound of entering and tearing up the space and then 
reverting to quietness came from the ‘cropduster sequence’ in ‘North By Northwest’ (Hitchcock 
1957). The scene is deathly silently like this screen but anticipation and surprise occurs from cars 
suddenly appearing and zooming by making the viewer uneasy for the character and this is what I 
was trying to capture through this film.  
 
The fourth screen built on the idea of more films in a single screen, this time adding two more 
resulting in seven films at one time.  
 

 
                                                                                                                                                       Screen Four 
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I wanted to build on the urban theme and this time I have selected areas that have been impacted 
by the weather just like Welsby but an urban landscape and not just a rural one. The argument being 
that both types of landscape can be altered by the weather and this is evident through the two 
screens that have snow in them. The colours through the seven images capture that streetlight hue 
with the eeriness of the time, this was inspired by the Wim Wenders film ‘Paris Texas’(Wim Wenders 
1984) where the urban shots are captured with this greenish tinge. I feel this helps had to the 
atmosphere of the time.  
 
This screen moves the viewer to a busier aspect of the time period and shows that there is a lot of 
action that occurs in at this time period. The films in Hitchin Square, Harpenden Main Street, 
Harpenden Roundabout and the Mainline Luton Railway Station all become busier as the time 
proceeds to 5am. 
 
The screen shows the complete contrast to the rural landscapes with the hustle and bustle of traffic 
and also the appearance of people. The railway station shot showing that through the whole time 
period it is still used with the passers-by on their way home from nightclubs or the waiting of the 
bus. These people add a narrative that can be very structured or loose and Olya Chernysheva creates 
in the ‘Mutations II’ exhibition narrative in a theatrical way in ‘Windows’ (Olya Chernysheva 2007). 
She films characters in a building:  
 

“where the inhabitants appear and disappear like characters in a play, vanishing in to the  
   intimacy of the dark backstage areas of their apartments.” (Soret:2009.44) 

 
These films are all filmed through windows and this is most apparent in the Harpenden film where 
the car mirror is present. This also allows us to predict the future and past of the film unlike the 
others, the cars that pass we can see them arrive or depart and this extends their own individual 
narrative time and space that little bit further, unlike the other screens we witness directly for that 
time and space. These films all try to encapsulate the idea that Perez suggests about Jean Luc 
Godard that his are moments captured and shows how the world is taking place at this particular 
time.  
 
I wanted to build my screens to a completed screen that captured nine images all playing 
simultaneously and where the screens have all progressed from rural to urban settings, I felt the last 
one should combine all the ideas together. The result is a mix of urban and rural images all from the 
Summer months which contrasts greatly with the other screens.  
 
The use of landscapes and weather again features heavily in this screen, using the Welsby idea to 
see how areas can change due to the different conditions and seasons. To help aid this analysis of 
how weather and seasons can change locations there are two locations that have featured in 
previous screens, the Rhosilli Beach (middle right) and the Bus Stop (Top Centre). The two locations 
feature on previous screens and the difference is noticeable from others. The Bus Stop becomes less 
eerie and secluded while the beach becomes a more welcoming location. 
 
The use of the weather is important as mentioned earlier, the snow in some locations shows a 
calmness and prettiness that is not always evident in such urban areas. The weather through the rain 
in this screen helps to morph and create abstractions of the areas. This is especially apparent in the 
bottom left and right films where often rain creates blurred images through the use of lights. The 
Airport Parkway screen also adds a rhythmic element through the windscreen wiper moving across 
the screen with a sound that interrupts the rest of the sound. However, because the wiper is not at a 
continuous action throughout sometimes the speed and use is different it can add to the abstraction 
of the screen. 
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    Screen Five 

 
 
This film again allows us to see the narrative develop through a lot of human interaction. This is also 
the only screen that has any direct involvement with myself because I wanted to remain an 
observer. However, due to being part of the moment I indirectly am involved but the arrival of the 
Police (bottom centre) and my control of the windscreen wiper (bottom right) I became actively 
involved in the process, albeit not visually. 
 
The final screen in the exhibition was not filmed in the UK but in Mexico and the USA. I felt that it 
was important for the viewer to realise that whilst the UK was seeing the morning breaking and the 
quiet solitude of some rural places and the promise of something busy in urban environments was 
taking place that on the other side of the world, something else was happening. The final screen was 
constructed differently to the others for several reasons.  
 
To keep the overall effect of the previous screens and continuity the screen was divided into small 
boxes. However, this time the triptych of San Diego ran across the bottom of the screen because this 
was all the same street from different angles (similar to the beach from all different angles). The 
films show how the busy early evening progresses into the night displaying how different the 
atmosphere is between there and the UK. The top centre film is from Mexico and captures the 
middle of the evening during a thunderstorm. These four films are all fixed and run for the full hour 
like the UK films. This gives the continuity of the previous UK screens. 
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       Screen Six 
 
 
The rest of the screen is constructed through small films that are introduced throughout the various 
spaces and finally constructing a fully developed nine image screen by the end of the hour (like the 
UK). The films are introduced on the timeline at the times they were filmed and like all the others 
none of them were manipulated or edited in anyway, the films were recorded from a static camera 
view and like the UK films observed what passed the camera.  
 
I felt that the difference was important to this screen because it was trying to say something 
different to the viewer about the time scale in a different part of the world. The introduction of the 
films broke up the screen and you never knew what was coming and where, therefore allowing a 
little more interaction with the piece. There were many successful short films such as the ‘car wash’ 
featured here in the centre and also a ‘shopping trolley’ film which contained a great deal of 
movement but not the camera but where it was based. The interest formed in these films from the 
moving observation from a fixed position instead of just staring at one fixed position. The films 
added to the atmosphere of the country and helped to develop the differences between the 
locations. This explains my comments earlier. 
 
This screen was from the reactions of the viewers and the comments book one of the most liked but 
this could be for many reasons, such as it had more information and was noisier and more colourful. 
The fact it is also a culture that most people know very little of makes it potentially more interesting. 
The shots of the ‘car wash’ and the ‘shopping trolley’ were deemed unusual and also viewers were 
riveted by two actions they take for granted but how interesting it was to ‘watch’ them and not be 
the part of them like they usually are. 
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The overall exhibition space was divided into small cubicles, which was designed with open doors for 
easy walk through (see below). 
 

 
 
The construction of the space allowed for each film to have an area of its own to be viewed but also 
allow the viewer to see many aspects of the films from certain angles at the same time. The open 
top design allowed for the sound to circulate in the area which is also important to the design of the 
installation allowing the viewer to become involved within the piece. 
 
The video installation as discussed earlier works differently than a more conventional gallery space. 
This is certainly the case with my installation piece because I constructed a space that allowed the 
viewer to enter and walk around discovering in their own time different rooms also giving them the 
opportunity to revisit screens to see comparisons throughout the time period. The fact the viewer is 
allowed in to the space allows a more democratic approach to the work and a less stringent viewing 
like old art forms. The viewer becomes part of the ‘living space’ and starts to appreciate the time 
period of 4-5am through the different projected screens that encapsulate that time period. 
 
The combining of the video screens in to one installation allows for a narrative to be constructed by 
the visitor. Although each area contains one film, the overall effect of all the screens viewed in 
whichever order allows for a narrative to be evident. In the most simplistic form the narrative for 
each film is set between that period of 4-5am but there are other narratives that are told, mostly all 
left open ended and never closed unless they are considered closed because the time period is 
finished. Bruce Nauman commented on his own films that did not always have a stringent narrative. 
He was more interested in the unfolding process of the narrative than a complete piece that was a 
work of art. 
 
I feel that is exactly what I have tried to achieve through the construction of my installation. I have 
presented the viewer with an unfolding process that although in this case is completed because of 
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the hour long running time it still leaves many unanswered questions. The narrative is clearly linear 
because there is no manipulation of time and it runs in one straight line to tell its story. The films like 
Viola’s ‘Slowly Turning Narrative deal with unpredictability and continuity.  
 
The films build up a narrative in the UK from 25 different films that all combine to tell a story, 
although in an abstract form in many cases and with no dialogue to carry it forward. The only way it 
is carried forward is through time and place. The characters can be unnamed people or wildlife and 
like most in life become passers-by to the viewer and we experience that moment in that time, that 
snapshot is all we have to learn about those people. In the scale of the project that is acceptable 
because we are really seeing how people and animals interact at that time of the morning. There 
appearances really just enhance for that period once they have passed they are forgotten, and, in 
some cases depending when you enter the installation you may never see these people anyway 
leaving the places desolate and deserted.  
 
The very essence of a start, middle and end however open allows a viewer to build up their own 
narrative. A viewer automatically looks for a narrative to help understand what is being looked at. 
The viewer therefore does not need to start at 4 and finish at 5 to form a narrative but even a simple 
minute will allow one to be developed in that time period. The narratives in the screens are all based 
around the time frame and work as a whole, however, each individual film can stand alone as well. 
The viewer will choose what they will look at and that is how they will form their narrative. At 
whatever point they enter the installation they will start to construct a story of sorts and when they 
finish they will have an end, if they view everything for a period of time they will construct their 
story from it. If however, they choose just one screen their narrative will be more confined. A 
constructed narrative therefore does not need to be produced for an installation to make sense 
because the viewer will automatically find their own narrative and like most media it will depend on 
the person and their backgrounds to what they construct from the medium. The result of the 
research and the exhibition as allowed me to realise that narrative is there and can be easily 
constructed and does not have to be constructed. 
 
The installation that I have produced runs across six rooms and each film lasts for 60 minutes each 
and captures the 4-5am timeframe. If you were to watch all of the films it would take you six hours. I 
am realistic in knowing that no one really that visits a gallery will have that amount of spare time or 
even inclination to watch the entire work, however interesting they find it. 
 
This seems to be an acceptable compromise and it is argued that an installation can be viewed for a 
certain amount of time for you to understand the semantics of it. The amount of time you spend 
however is arguably, from an artists point of view I feel that viewers should spend at least 30 
minutes watching an installation to really grasp the experience but having watched through the 
exhibition this is not always the case. The people who were invited such as the Private View were 
expecting to be involved within the installation and spent on average 45 minutes wandering around 
and experiencing the different screens, and interestingly discussing with others what was worth 
waiting for. During the general view on a daily basis people would spend a varied amount of time 
looking at the screens, some would just walk through at a normal speed and others would spend a 
greater deal of time watching. The people who spent very little time still understood the installation 
and what it was about suggesting that how long you spend is really about how much more you gain 
from the experience overall.  
 
The fact the installation was projected suggested to some that it really was just like watching a big 
television but for others it was like looking at art on a wall. The projections were important in the 
installations because the images were big screen projections allowing the viewer to feel like they 
were involved within the action and not just watching a television screen. The compositions were 
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important to the construction of the installation because I wanted the viewer to feel that they were 
part of the work and that they were infact transported to that time and place. The most successful 
images that this worked for were the reservoir (screen one) and the final screen based in 
Mexico/USA. 
 
Through the project I wanted to explore the concept of a fixed camera position and long takes. I was 
inspired by the opening sequence of ‘Hidden’ (Michael Haneke 2005) where the opening shot is fixed 
on a house just watching, infact staring at it and the camera never flinches so we are forced to watch 
and observe. I mentioned this in the introduction, it is a technique that was used by Hitchcock 
several times, the idea of staring at something to examine all the possibilities.  
 
I liked the idea of being made to watch something and never being shown something different. So, I 
took Haneke’s idea and extended it to a natural environment with an unplanned narrative. I adopted 
the Gillian Wearing idea from ‘Sixty Minute Silence’ (Gillian Wearing 1997) of using a whole hour to 
see how things can change and to observe everything about the image(s). 
 
The idea is essentially like going to the theatre, the open stage is presented to you and the director 
can manipulate what you look at by the use of lights and action but it is just this face on position you 
have (the fourth wall). You have no choice but to observe from that seated position.  
 
Each image allows the viewer to focus on the image from that staring camera position and to 
experience all the aspects throughout. The film allows for the viewer to really see the changes from 
the opening to the closing and feel they are actually there at the place and the time it was shot. The 
films allow the viewer to examine not just the foreground at the front of the screen but all the 
details in the background and through the changing light can see how each location changes.  
 
I wanted the viewer to experience this ‘pure cinema’ by watching an hour of film that was only 
manipulated from where I chose to position the camera. I felt that by recording the film for an hour 
from one position and observing the scenes and recording only what happens in front of the camera 
would give a more ‘real representation’. 
 
I am pleased that I managed to use the research in to all the concepts that I have discussed here to 
help me to produce what was a very successful exhibition that was seen by over 2000 people in two 
weeks. The research in to works of successful video artists helped me to develop many ideas such as 
how to plan and produce the installation which changed dramatically from my initial plans of one 
room with the films on one side to this multi-roomed space. I was heavily influenced by Anri Sala, Bill 
Viola, Chris Welsby and Bruce Nauman taking many aspects of their work and integrating them 
together in to my own studies and recordings of films. 
 
If I could change aspects of the exhibition I would have spent more time looking for ways to produce 
bigger projected images and recorded more films in the UK. I feel that although the films all stand-
alone and work well maybe a few more interesting landmarks may have made it more universal. This 
could be a little clichéd but some viewers would find these more interesting because they have a 
personal history with these places.  
 
I am pleased however with the composition of the shots and how they worked well together as 
edited pieces. I feel this aspect is partly due to my photography skills and the idea I have about 
putting viewers into the scenes and not on the outside of the picture looking in. 
 
The research and the exhibition as allowed me to explore the questions and areas that I wanted to 
research and helped me to gain a greater understanding of these areas. 
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                                                                                                  Images from the exhibition 
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CONCLUSION 
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The aim for me through this project was to produce an installation that explored through research 
questions what happens between the timeframe of 4am-5am. I wanted to capture through the 
essence film what it feels like at this time of the morning and to demonstrate how it feels in relation 
to other parts of the day. 
 
In conclusion to my overall question I have found through my research and my installation films that 
a great deal events occur in the morning hours of 4-5am. The Charles Lamb quote ‘My now is not 
your now’ (Parker: 1998.5) wholly appropriate. The films endeavour to prove that every ‘now’ is 
different and it depends on the time, season and location. 
 
Through the construction of 48 films I have determined that the time period can be both alive and 
busy or quiet and still. The installation played all the UK films at the same time demonstrating to the 
viewer that all these things happen simultaneously, and even through this recorded medium you 
could only experience so much at any one time. 
 
Did I need to create a narrative for it to exist? No, is the simple answer because through my research 
and the development of my films I found that narrative creates itself. Other video artists such as Bill 
Viola and Bruce Nauman realised that due to the way human beings develop they look for their own 
narrative to make sense of information. The viewer uses the fundamentals they use to understand 
narrative to create it. Therefore each of the films I produced although encapsulated by the overall 
theme of 4-5am the viewer has the ability and skills to find their own narrative, and like most media 
products dependent on their experiences they may find a different narrative to the one I intended. 
I never planned to create a specific narrative for the installation, knowing that it was there loosely 
through the time frame. Branigan argues that the viewer will analyse the image and information 
contained to create their own narrative.  
 
I have ascertained that a narrative does not need to be directly constructed to exist. The films have a 
narrative but they were not created by me. Each film contains its own loose narrative of the time 
period but what occurs in the frame was left to chance. The films contain very few characters 
(people) to move the narrative forward except for the briefest of periods when people come and go 
just inhabiting the space and time for that period. 
 
The films that feature in the installation although all starting at 4am there actual story started before 
that, its just the viewer does not see it, in exactly the same way they know life goes on after the fade 
out at 5am. 
 
The real narrative is constructed by the viewer they take all the pictorial images and sound to create 
their own interpretation of 4-5am based on my experiences of the reality that I have given them. 
I believe that looking at how narrative can be formed by the viewer and however loose a premise 
maybe, the viewer will create their own narrative. The narrative can last for the length of viewing 
time given to the films at any one time. The overall narrative is really the hour but depending on 
what the viewer sees and experiences depends solely on the extra narrative elements that they 
experience for those specific filmed locations.  
 
The narrative by its very essence creates its own structure with a start, middle and end.  Nauman, 
Viola and Branigan all comment that narrative can be open-ended and viewers build a narrative 
based on their own narrative experiences. The narrative in films does rely on unpredictability 
because I never orchestrate what events take place in the film, the result is always dependent on 
what the camera captures and not what I aim to capture. 
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It is clear to suggest that from the research I have explored and through the films that I have created 
that narrative does not require a structured beginning, middle and end but develops by the viewers 
own abilities to create varied narrative constructions. 
 
I was led to these conclusions about narrative because of the works produced by Viola, Nauman and 
Brotherus. These artists have produced work where they have allowed the visual impact on the 
viewer to create the narrative for the piece. Branigan captured it by saying we form narrative by 
understanding the data we witness. The data in my case everything presented as an example of 
4am. 
 
So, the construction of the narrative is really down to the viewer and their responses, but I have had 
some manipulation over this by the construction of the installation space. Does the video installation 
need to be watched fully or just experienced? 
 
The vanity of any artist and I include myself in this, would probably argue that a video installation 
should be watched in full. The argument I suggest for this is I experienced and have produced all 
these films to be seen. I have been so close to these films during the construction of the screens and 
the filming of them that I know about lots of interesting things that occur because I have had the 
time to ‘watch’ and study them. I know for instance that in screen one at eight minutes a fish jumps 
from the water, the cat runs across the snowy road at 4.20, the car wash starts after 6 minutes and 
the police arrive at twelve minutes past. I have this knowledge because I have recorded and re-
watched several times. I would say that viewers will not all experience these little gems of footage 
but arguably do they need too? You cannot experience everything and had I not chosen to film at 
that time in that location then I would not have seen these things happen. There are however many 
aspects to these films that they may see that others do not see, making potentially their visit 
different to someone else’s, which is surely the point of the installation to experience things that 
happen during the period, no one can see everything and to see everything in the films on all the 
screens would mean a viewing period of six hours. 
 
However, the reality is that in a society that is fast moving where time is the essence this is not 
always possible. The curator of the Andy Warhol Exhibition said she took a standard film viewing 
time of 90 minutes to experience his ‘Empire’ (Andy Warhol 1964) and from that gained the 
experience. It is unlikely that anyone has seen all of ’24 Hour Psycho’ (Douglas Gordon 1993) and the 
new ’24 hour Clock Exhibition’ does not even allow the potential viewer to do this because the 
exhibition space is closed from 8pm until 9am.  
 
I have realised that it is not necessary to experience a video installation in its entirety. You do not 
need to watch an installation from start to finish and this would explain why exhibitions have video 
installations running on a loop all day because start times are impractical for most visitors and your 
‘start’ can be different to someone else’s ‘start’. You can stay watching the installation until you 
return to your ‘start’ therefore seeing all of the video but even within the briefest of moments a 
viewer can determine what they are seeing and understand what the installation is conveying. 
Arguably a viewer will keep watching until they understand or will look for information on the piece 
to help them understand. 
 
From the exhibition I noticed that many visitors experienced the installation in different ways. Some 
people would walk round glancing at the walls from a few seconds, others would spend time 
watching and even discussing with others what they were experiencing and some would spend up to 
an hour in the installation experiencing all that they could in the time they had. Every single one of 
those viewers understood the basis of the installation and probably all walked away with different 
experiences and ideas about the time period. Nobody experienced the exhibition from start to finish 
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and as a result nobody suffered or misunderstood the work. I would agree with the article in ‘The 
Independent’ that the viewing time is determined by the viewer and there is no right or wrong and if 
you are engaged for longer there could be many reasons for this. It could also be suggested that 
some people see the films being shown as just like experiencing a television and looking quickly as 
they walk through is just like flicking the buttons on a remote control. 
 
I would say that my research has shown me that an installation does not need to be viewed from 
start to finish and that my own vanity wants people to see everything that I have made, its 
impractical and not necessary, to experience some is enough. 
 
I believe that the video artists such as Viola, Nauman, Paik and Sala are all correct that the 
construction of an installation space is important for the work because it moves it away from the 
confines of a normal museum. I believe that using projectors to show the films also moves the work 
away from a television and the idea of passive viewing, the projections make it more of an 
interactive activity and the images that I have captured are more like photographs than films due to 
the single fixed shot of the camera. 
 
The argument for experimental films I have realised from my research is it is the visual that is the 
most important aspect. The sound can make a difference to a piece which I discuss later but it is the 
visual normally at the forefront of an experimental film. The visual installation takes away the 
conventional ‘watching experience’ of the cinema or the television and uses projected images or a 
multitude of computer screens to display work. These formats bring with them differences and a 
freshness that allows the viewer to ‘look’ differently at film and not just watch it.  
 
The installation space I created allowed the viewers to observe and ‘look’ at the visuals and all 
become unified in their watching. However, viewers can move around and interact with the films 
and others, making the space and the act of watching different to ‘normal’ experiences. The viewer 
becomes part of the piece and the landscape not like a viewer in a cinema or at home. 
 
An installation provokes a more direct experience of the real world by using experimental films to 
examine everyday objects and locations that are sometimes just ignored for their beauty. An 
installation allows the viewer to accept these objects and landscapes in a different light. 
 
I would suggest in conclusion that a video installation does not need to be viewed from start to finish 
and it can be experienced at whatever point you enter it. An installation in itself makes it different to 
an exhibition in the very essence of the space constructed and the way that things are viewed. It is 
more interactive than and exhibition. 
 
When producing an experimental film it is worth considering the differences between what 
constitutes as an experimental film in contrast to a mainstream film.  
 
The idea of a mainstream film produced by Hollywood is to work within the accepted ideas of genre 
filmmaking. These films are mostly very produced products that leave very little to chance. The films 
produced are engineered with characters, plot and narratives that all populate created 
environments. I have discussed already that narrative does not actually need this construction to 
exist but in terms of the Hollywood product it does need to be constructed but experimental 
filmmakers do not concentrate on this element, because it forms itself in most cases. 
 
The idea of experimental films is really the antithesis of Hollywood filmmakers who try to produce 
products that are snapshots of reality. An experimental film is normally produced by one filmmaker 
on a very cheap budget. The style of the films often have different styles of editing, varied exhibition 
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processes, different material,  and the use of sound can also be a departure to mainstream movies. 
The way a project is filmed can also differ greatly and filming styles are dependant on deliberate and 
specific decisions on any change of the camera position. 
 
The idea of a fixed camera position was the first area that I had decided on and one of the real 
motivations for this project. The opening sequence of ‘Hidden’ (Michael Haneke 2005) contains a 
five minute shot that records the front of a house and all that we see happen occurs in front of the 
camera and never do we follow anything else. I found this staring almost uncomfortable, the idea of 
not being able to look away from the screen, David Lynch did something similar in ‘Lost Highway’ 
(David Lynch 1997) again with a videotape.  
 
I felt that it was an area that I wanted to explore in my own work. I liked the idea of observing what 
occurs in front of the camera and allowing the action to unfold and not create the action by moving 
the camera. This I suppose is also influenced by my love of photography and capturing still images. 
The capturing of still images allows for a fraction of time to be caught at a certain location where this 
allows me to capture the fixed image but with the development of the scene we never achieve from 
a still image. The idea of a photograph always suggests to the viewer that something happens before 
and after the capture of that moment and the way that some objects are only partially caught 
suggesting a space outside of the frame. I wanted to take these ideas forward in the capturing of the 
films, the idea that there is a world taking place outside of the frame. The films just like photography 
focus on one area but capture the movement and action for the whole time period and not just a 
fraction of a second. Bergman states that as a result the fixed position does allow the audience to be 
coldly objective because it is literally staring at the space and time being recorded and it does not 
feel manipulated in anyway.  
 
The camera should only move if it is necessary, Mike Figgis states this and I agree that unless it is 
directing a viewer to something specific then why move it at all. This is a concept that is often used 
by many filmmakers and really the movement depends greatly on the subject and I feel for my 
choice of observational ‘pure cinema’ that leaving the camera in a fixed position helps to 
communicate to the viewer the intended information.  
 
My films are not necessarily about the best possible view for the viewer but capturing a view and 
you ‘see’ what you ‘see’ and not was is shown to you. Therefore this allows you to interact and work 
with the films, installation and the subject. There is a different view possible in my films through the 
multi-screen films, allowing the viewer to alter their perspective but again it is still all from a fixed 
perspective. 
 
I feel that by leaving the camera fixed that I have managed to capture isolated incidents through 
these isolated framed locations that allow the viewer to see the passing of the time from 4-5am.  
 
The advantage of a fixed camera position means that I have allowed myself to capture a reality that 
really is a ‘pure cinema’ because I have only selected the composition and location of what the 
camera is looking at everything else like the work of Chris Welsby is captured by accident, I at no 
point become active in producing the content of the shot. 
 
The idea of pure cinema is then advanced through the filming of these fixed camera shots. Instead of 
short shots that are all edited together I have used one hour long shots. These shots are determined 
firstly on the concept of my question to what happens in this mysterious eerie time but also the 
technological capability of capturing only an hour on the sixty minute tapes (assuming this is the 
same reason for ‘Sixty Minute Silence’ (Gillian Wearing 1997). The result is a natural progression 
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through the time period without any manipulation of the viewer through the use of different shot 
types and editing.  
The use of sound in these films is also important to the experimental results. The sound of Wearing’s 
piece is accompanied by the sounds of coughs and sneezes which are all very natural. Some 
filmmakers I have researched have chosen not to use sound such as Chantel Ackerman. 
 
The result of this is that filmmakers who use no sound allow the viewer to become more focused on 
the visual and examine it further without the aid of sound to help, like a photograph or painting. The 
viewer as a result can start to imagine and create their own sounds for the films this is certainly the 
case in ‘Hotel Monteray’ (Chantel Ackerman 1972) where the viewer can hear the sounds of the 
lobby and the lift from their own experiences. 
 
I felt sound needed to be included on my films because it helped to differentiate the differences 
between the different elements that make up the time of 4-5am. 
 
The sound for each of the films helped to capture the mood and atmosphere of the location. Each of 
the cubicles although self-contained with their sound allowed the viewer to experience the aspects 
that were visually displayed. The sound helped the viewer piece together with the visuals the time. 
The advantage of natural diegtic sound allowed the viewer to be guided towards certain elements 
more naturally than an engineered soundtrack that would prepare the viewer for an outcome. The 
sound naturally meant like life itself information may be heard but not always seen. 
 
The exhibition space with the open tops did allow the sound to mix in the room never overpowering 
one film at any one time, thus like in life being able to hear a multitude of sounds from different 
places at different times depending on where you are standing. Overall sound from the start of the 
exhibition also helps to set the mood before entering the exhibition. 
 
The films could have been displayed in silence with no soundtrack but they would have lost the 
eeriness created by the sound. The sound helped to create the time period and the locations, no 
sound would have resulted in silent films that viewers could have imagined the sound for, ike with 
Ackerman’s but this would have meant a manipulation of the films and the lack of sound would have 
added an ‘unrealness’ to the piece. 
 
To demonstrate the time period I felt editing would destroy the idea behind the piece. It would allow 
me to take all of the ‘best bits’ and edited them together. I could have done this by taking all these 
parts and building up a constructed hour of this time period from the footage. This is something I will 
endeavour to look at after I have finished the project because I would like to explore this idea. 
Although I must admit that through my America/Mexico screen I found the presentation of this 
difficult and had many ideas on how to present this screen be as they were originally recorded. The 
editing of the work became difficult because it was hard to ascertain how much was enough and 
really what is more interesting than something else? That should be up to the viewer and not 
necessarily the artist producing the work, like many works of art some people prefer one thing to 
another depending on personal taste and interests. 
 
The editing of the piece becomes another way to manipulate the films which is what I am ultimately 
trying not to do. The idea of editing is like moving the camera it becomes selective and starts to 
show and give the viewer information, where I am trying to produce an alternative to that. I want 
the viewer to take all that they experience and construct their own interpretation of 4-5am from my 
captured realities.  
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The way I managed to achieve this was to move towards the idea of multi-screens which allows me 
to present information in more than one way and without the manipulation of the films. I allowed 
the films to run side by side and therefore each screen managed to produce its own narrative and 
construct. I wanted to capture the time period and not produce a manipulated time period. 
 
The research has allowed me to realise my intentions that the best way to capture a reality is 
through this Bazin type long shot. However, there are many arguments to suggest that editing is a 
good way to capture reality but the moment you start to cut you are editing that reality and that is 
not what you do with life itself. A long shot is as ‘real’ as something can be but of course its only at 
that point at that particular point, there’s all the action on the outside of the frame, the moment the 
camera is pointed and starts to film its arguably that’s a recorded reality and its been manipulated 
by the filmmaker. 
 
The final aspect of my research was into the concept of multi-screens. I decided that I wanted to 
provide as much information as possible for the viewer and one way to achieve this was to use a 
multi-screen format. 
 
It can be argued that multi-screens detract for some viewers because they feel that it is information 
overload. However, the opposite view is viewers find it exciting and interesting to watch because of 
the choice that is available and what is being communicated through the films. 
 
One of the areas that I discussed the most through tutorials was the use of this multi-screen format. 
The response by tutors initially was to use one single image to represent the time period of 4am. I 
still standby my decision that this is not possible and my films have proved one film cannot 
represent accurately the time. 
 
I feel that the introduction of the films through the screens however did prove beneficial to the 
viewer and was a pivotal decision. The introduction of the films on each screen was an important 
aspect that allowed the viewer to adapt each time. The building-up of the screens was important in 
the way information was introduced and how the films were put together demonstrating urban, 
rural and then how they mix together across the seasons. 
 
It is an area of experimental film that does make the viewer consider all the possibilities.  The 
advantage the multi-screen gives to the piece is the viewers were never necessarily bored with the 
images because there was always something occurring. This holding of the viewer’s attention 
allowed them to interact with the films that they were most interested in.  
 
From my work on this project I have realised much about the aspects of installations and their 
importance for creating an overall atmosphere and the way an overall piece can be constructed. The 
viewer will effectively make their own decisions on the work from what is presented to them but 
also on their own experiences, so maybe the intentions of the filmmaker are realised but the 
interpretation may differ. The use of long shots instead of editing has allowed me to show with an 
unblinking stare what occurs between 4-5am. The overall factor is through the questions I have 
managed to explore what happens in the time period. Although only a snapshot over 40 films I have 
realised that even during this time period a lot of things occur, the end of night and the introduction 
of the morning, wildlife start to wake, people working and travelling. The advantage to show the 
difference really was evident with the USA/Mexico screen which demonstrated that at the same 
time in other parts of the world different lives were being lived and different things were taking 
place.  
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In the future I would maybe like to take these ideas that I have been working on further through 
another project where I record 24 different hours to demonstrate each hour of the day. I think this 
project could work well through a film recorded each hour of the day in either different locations or 
even the same location and like the different seasons capture in the bus stop scenes a development 
could be seen through one location. It is also possible to record two 24 hour films, one for each 
season and this would demonstrate the ideas and time even further. 
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Disc 2: 
Screen One – 1 film 
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Screen Two – 

Triptych 
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Disc 4:  
Screen Four- 5 Films 
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Disc 5: 
Screen Four: 7 Films 
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Disc 6:  
Screen Five: 9 Films 
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Disc 7:  
Screen Six: 9 Films 

(USA/Mexico) 
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Introduction Screen: 
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